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About this guide
This guide provides some practical examples of how to assess your candidates for
the SVQ in Pharmacy Services at level 3. You may be able to think of other
ways of assessing your candidates and recording your decisions about their
competence.
Using assessments based on these examples does not guarantee successful
verification — it is still your responsibility to ensure that internal quality
assurance procedures are followed.
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Introduction
This introduction provides a brief overview of SVQs and how they are assessed in
the workplace. If you are already familiar with the concept of SVQs, you may
wish to go to the next section.

About SVQs
Scottish Vocational Qualifications (SVQs) are work-based qualifications which
set the level of occupational competence for each sector of the economy. The
qualifications have been designed at national level by standards-setting bodies
made up of experienced practitioners who represent employers, professional
bodies, trade unions, education and voluntary organisations.
Each standards-setting body is responsible for developing national standards
which define what employees (or potential employees) must be able to do, how
well, and in what circumstances, to show that they are competent in their work.
Each SVQ that a standards-setting body develops has to fit into a broad
framework which allows qualifications in the UK and throughout Europe to be
compared. SVQs are specified at five levels which reflect the various technical
and supervisory skills knowledge and experience, which employees should have
as they progress in their industry.
Explanation of levels
Defines competent performance in a range of activities which are
Level 1
largely routine and predictable.
Specifies that competent performance must be shown in a broader
Level 2
range of work activities which are less routine and predictable. The
employee will have more autonomy and responsibility, and may have
to work as part of a team.
Specifies that competent performance must involve the employee in
Level 3
carrying out a broad range of varied work activities, most of which
are complex and non-routine. There is considerable autonomy and
responsibility, including the possibility of controlling or guiding
others.
Specifies competence as complex technical or professional work
Level 4
activities which require a substantial degree of personal autonomy or
responsibility. Managing staff and other resources is often involved.
Specifies competent performance as involving the employee in
Level 5
carrying out a significant range of activities in a wide variety of
situations which are often unpredictable. Substantial responsibility
and autonomy is involved in the work, which requires decisionmaking in the allocation of resources and the work of others. This
will require complex skills such as analysis, design and evaluation.
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How are standards defined in SVQs?
All SVQs consist of standards which can be broken down into various parts.
Units define the broad functions carried out in the sector, and are made up of a
number of Elements. These Elements describe the activities which employees
have to perform, and will require candidates to demonstrate certain skills or
knowledge and understanding.
The quality of performance in what people must be able to do — how well they
have to perform — is described by National Standards of Work. These may also
be called statements of competence or what candidates should do.
The section on knowledge and understanding says what candidates must know
and understand, and how this knowledge applies to their jobs.
You may also come across standards containing statements on scope of
standards. These statements could, for example, list the equipment that
candidates are expected to be familiar with and use in their occupational area.
Increasingly, you may see changes to this format as standards become more userfriendly and are written in plain English. For example, there may be some
standards containing range statements or Evidence Requirements, but over time
these should disappear. You may, however, find that information on the context,
nature and amount of evidence which is required to prove competence (which
used to be given in range statements and evidence requirements) is now defined in
the assessment guidance for the qualification. Assessment guidance is drawn up
by the awarding body and is packaged along with the standards to form the SVQ.

Who is involved in SVQs?
There are several roles:
♦ the candidate:

the person who wants to achieve the SVQ (eg an
employee)

♦ the assessor*:

the person who assess the candidates and decides if
they are competent (eg supervisor)

♦ the internal verifier*: an individual nominated by the centre (eg a company)
who ensures that assessors apply the standards
uniformly and consistently (eg supervisor’s line
manager)
♦ the external verifier*: an individual appointed by SQA who ensures that
standards are being applied uniformly and
consistently across all centres offering the SVQ
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*Assessors and Verifiers in centres will be asked by SQA to prove they have the
appropriate occupational competence to assess and verify the SVQ. Occupational
competence has been defined in the standards-setting body’s assessment strategy
for this SVQ — see Appendix 2.
Assessors and Verifiers are also expected to obtain an appropriate qualification in
assessment and verification — this can be the Assessor/Verifier Units (the
national standards for assessment and verification), either in their current format
or as ‘D-Units’, or an alternative qualification which SQA also recognises.

The steps involved in assessing a candidate
for an SVQ
In deciding whether a candidate should get an SVQ, you will go through these
stages:
♦ planning for assessment
♦ generating and collecting evidence of the candidate’s competence in the Units
♦ judging the evidence of the candidate’s ability and making an assessment
decision based on the evidence
♦ recording the assessment decision and the candidate’s achievement
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The SVQ in Pharmacy Services
The SVQ in Pharmacy Services level 3 has been developed by the Science
Technology and Mathematics Council (ST&MC) and is intended for people
working in the Pharmacy sector.
These people may be working as Trainee Pharmacy Technicians or Qualified
Pharmacy Technicians. They will require skills and knowledge in pharmaceutics;
human physiology; pharmacology; sale of over the counter medicines; health and
safety; oral and written communication; information technology; numeracy;
problem solving; working effectively as an individual and as part of a team.
The SVQ is designed to be assessed in the workplace, or in conditions of the
workplace. Examples of the settings or centres in which the SVQ is likely to be
delivered include: hospital pharmacy departments; community pharmacies;
general practitioners’ (GP) practices; MOD establishments.
Delivery may be supported through partnerships with colleges, particularly with
respect to knowledge requirements. It is the candidate’s pharmacy line manager’s
responsibility to ensure that their trainees are adequately instructed and assessed
on their underpinning knowledge.

Structure of the SVQ
This section lists the Units which form the SVQ in Pharmacy Services at level 3.
Mandatory Units
SQA Ref
DC5L 04
DC5K 04
B7WE 04
D79C 04

ST&MC
Ref
3.01
3.02
3.04
3.05

Title
Dispense Medicines and Products
Control Stock of Pharmaceutical Materials and Equipment
Ensure Your Own Actions Reduce the Risks to Health and Safety
Manage Your Work and Development

Optional Units
Complete at least four of the following:
SQA Ref
DC5V 04
DC5T 04
DC5W 04
DC5M 04

ST&MC
Ref
3.03
3.06
3.07
3.08

DC5P 04
DC5C 04

3.09
3.10

DC5A 04
D1L4 04

3.11
3.12

Title
Providing Pharmaceutical Information and Advice
Provide an Effective Pharmacy Service for Customers
Support the use of Pharmacy Information Technology
Manufacture and Assemble Sterile and Non-Sterile Batch
Medicinal Products
Prepare Pharmaceutical Products Aseptically
Assist in the Sale of OTC Medicines and Provide Information to
Customers on Symptoms and Products
Assist in the Provision of Community Specialist Activities
Facilitate Learning through Demonstration and Instruction
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An assessment strategy for the SVQ
As part of its review of the SVQs, the standards-setting body (ST&MC) has
developed an assessment strategy which defines a range of requirements:
♦
♦
♦
♦

the occupational expertise of assessors and verifiers
a definition of simulation
definition of the workplace
information on a model of independent assessment or external quality control

The relevant parts of the assessment strategy are given in Appendix 2, and both
SQA and centres must comply with these requirements.
Note: SQA’s National Certificate in Pharmaceutical Science is designed to cover
the underpinning knowledge of this SVQ. Use of this National Certificate is not
mandatory — there are other ways of ensuring that candidates attain all the
knowledge requirements. For further information on the National Certificate,
please phone or e-mail SQA’s Customer Contact Centre (0141-242 2214;
customer@sqa.org.uk).

Why would people be interested in the SVQ?
People will take SVQs for a variety of reasons: to gain promotion, to prove their
job competence, or for personal development. There will be other reasons too.
One of the first things to do is to find out why your candidates want to do the
SVQ, and to advise them of the appropriateness of the qualification. If anyone is
acting as a coach or mentor to your candidates, they might help you to do this.
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How do candidates begin?
Choosing the SVQ
You should make sure that candidates get guidance before starting out on an SVQ
— they need advice to ensure that their existing job remit, skills, experience, and
their plans for progression, are matched to the SVQ selected. It does not have to
be you who carries out the matching process, but whoever has responsibility for
this should ensure that the assessment opportunities available to the candidate are
also considered.
An example
Susan left school at sixteen with some formal qualifications and had worked as an
Assistant Technical Officer (ATO) for four years in a hospital environment.
Through her performance appraisal, Susan indicated that she wished to undertake
training to gain nationally-recognised qualifications that would support her career
progression.
When the Training and Development (T&D) Manager matched Susan’s job remit
and existing skills and experience with the SVQ standards, it was apparent that the
level 3 qualification was the most appropriate qualification for her to undertake.
Initially, it was agreed that she should be able to generate sufficient evidence to
meet the requirements of the following Units:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Provide an Effective Pharmacy Service for Customers (optional)
Dispense Medicines and Products (mandatory)
Control Stock of Pharmaceutical Materials and Equipment (mandatory)
Prepare Pharmaceutical Products Aseptically (optional)

The T&D Manager arranged for a company Assessor to give Susan guidance on
how to collect evidence and construct a portfolio.
Susan also had some experience in relation to four further Units, though some
planning would be required to provide her with the opportunity to demonstrate
competence in these areas. The Units were:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Manage Your Work and Development (mandatory)
Ensure Your Own Actions Reduce the Risks to Health and Safety (mandatory)
Support the Use of Pharmacy Information Technology (optional)
Assist in the Sale of OTC Medicines and Provide Information to Customers on
Symptoms and Products (optional)

The T&D Manager arranged for the Assessor to observe Susan during her work to
assess her for the first of these Units. A plan was made to assess the Health and
Safety Unit through a combination of observation and questioning on
occupational risks and relevant legislation. A simulated emergency situation was
7

set up for the assessment, as Susan’s day-to-day work would not cover all the
National Standards of Work.
Simulation, observation and questioning were also planned for assessment of the
Unit Manage Your Work and Development. For this Unit, Susan needed to plan,
organise and develop her own work, but Susan recognised that her job would not
enable her to cover all the National Standards of Work. For example, Susan was
unable to cover the transactional procedures for Element 1 (‘Receive prescription’)
of Unit 3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products. To cover this, the T&D Manager
arranged for Susan to spend a few days in a community pharmacy to enable her to
generate sufficient, relevant evidence.
All these arrangements were agreed by everyone involved and then written up in
an assessment plan for Susan.
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Preparing to assess the SVQ
This section offers practical advice on how to begin to go about assessing your
candidates for the SVQ. This advice is offered as examples of good practice —
you may develop your own approaches to assessing your candidates which also
work well.
Your role and your candidate’s role
Assessing the SVQ will involve several stages. Both you and the candidate should
be clear on your roles in the assessment process before you begin.
Your role
♦ ensure candidates understand what is to be assessed and how it is to be
assessed
♦ ensure the conditions and resources required for assessment are available
♦ help candidates to identify and gather evidence
♦ observe and record candidates carrying out the activities described in the
standards — records should say what has been observed, how it was carried
out, and what it demonstrates
♦ assess products of the candidate’s own work
♦ question candidates and record results
♦ help candidates to present evidence
♦ authenticate the evidence candidates provide
♦ judge evidence and make assessment decisions
♦ identify gaps or shortfalls in candidates’ competence
♦ provide feedback to candidates throughout the assessment process
♦ record achievement
Candidates’ role
♦ prepare for assessment — become familiar with the standards, what is to be
assessed and how it is to be assessed
♦ help to identify sources of evidence and how these could be assessed
♦ carry out activities, and/or produce products of own work, and/or answer
questions
♦ gather and present evidence
♦ receive and act on feedback from the assessor
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Planning
In planning for assessment, you will find it helpful to meet with your candidate to
plan what is to be assessed, in what way, and when and where the assessment is to
take place. This discussion can be confirmed in the form of an assessment plan
that is agreed between you and your candidate.
You should treat assessment plans as working documents — they can be updated
and changed as you review progress with your candidate.
As you are planning assessment, don’t forget to make the most of opportunities to
integrate assessment. This means planning to assess an activity which draws on
the contents of different Units or Elements. This can be a practical and costeffective way of assessing your candidate’s competence.
If you are a new Assessor working towards your A/V Units or ‘D-Units’ (the
national standards in assessment and verification) you will need copies of
completed assessment plans as part of your evidence.
To help you plan for assessment, we have produced an assessment plan which
covers Element 1 of Unit 3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products. You will notice
that we have included spaces to enter dates when the assessment plan has been
reviewed. Any gaps identified during these reviews should be discussed with your
candidate and noted for action in the assessment plan.
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2nd review due:
Date of completion:

Susan Potter

01/05/03

Candidate’s signature:

Date of agreement:

1.06.03

25.05.03

1st review due:
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Assignments to cover knowledge and
understanding.

Simulation to cover any of the scope
not covered in the day-to-day
activities of the candidate, eg
handling credit cards.

Written questions to cover knowledge
and understanding and any National
Standards of Work not covered in the
day-to-day activities of the candidate.

01/06/03

26/05/03

19/05/03

Successful
completion of inhouse training
programme.

18.05.03

Direct observation and oral questions.

Elaine Blackie

6. Forward the prescription for
validation and preparation.

5. Ensure that the declaration on
the prescription is completed by
the client when applicable in
accordance with government
requirements.

4. Carry out all transactions
promptly and correctly.

3. Give the appropriate
information to the client.

2. Check the client details on the
prescription and confirm they
are clear and correct.

1. Ensure that client confidentiality
is maintained at all times.

Evidence already
available

Date of
assessment

Method of assessment/Sources
of evidence

Assessor’s signature:

Questioning for knowledge
and understanding not
apparent from performance
to be identified from 2nd
review.

To receive prescriptions
from clients, ensuring
appropriate information is
given.

Units: 3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products
Elements: 1 ‘Receive prescription’
Activities
National Standards of Work

Assessment plan

Unit 3.06 Provide an
Effective Pharmacy
Service for Customers.

Links to other Units
(NSoW and scope)

Selecting methods of assessment
The methods of assessment you use should be valid, reliable and practicable:
♦ by valid we mean that the assessment method should be appropriate to the
standards
♦ by reliable we mean that the assessment method should ensure consistent
results when used with different candidates, different Assessors and on
different occasions
♦ by practicable we mean that the method ensures that the assessment makes
best use of available resources, equipment and time
Before you assess a candidate, you must make sure that the methods of
assessment you have chosen to use, along with any assessment materials (such as
questions and sample answers) have been agreed within your centre through its
system of internal quality assurance. This system is often called internal
verification — its purpose is to help to ensure that assessment methods are valid,
reliable and practicable.
There are both benefits and challenges when you are assessing SVQs in the
workplace, or in conditions in the workplace. When you select methods of
assessment, you should try to offer the candidate the benefits of workplace
assessment and minimise any potential difficulties.
The benefits might be:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

familiarity with the environment
flexible timing to meet the needs of the service
familiarity with the equipment
good relationship between candidate and assessor
availability of standardised documentation
candidate can progress at own pace of learning

The challenges might be:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

time taken to carry out assessments
familiarity between assessor and candidate
staff shortages
interruptions
prioritising workload
meeting the needs of patients/clients
staff not familiar with standards
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An example
You may agree with a candidate working in the Pharmacy, who has to
demonstrate how to deal with difficult customers, that this will be carried out by
observation as and when the situation arises. If the work-based Assessor is not
available when the situation arises you could get the candidate to write a personal
statement supported by a witness testimony.

Methods of assessment
Assessment can involve a range of assessment methods. For SVQs, some of the
most commonly used methods are observation, product evaluation, and
questioning.

Observation
Observation by an Assessor is considered to be the most valid and reliable method
of assessment. It can be organised in a variety of ways:
♦ working alongside the candidate
♦ arranging to visit when naturally-occurring activities are carried out by the
candidate
♦ arranging for activities to take place
Observation by the Assessor can often be supplemented by other types of
assessment methods such as questioning. For example, it may be appropriate to
ask oral questions as the candidate carries out naturally-occurring activities.
Direct observation could be used to demonstrate the candidate’s competence in
taking in a prescription. This would give the Assessor the opportunity to
authenticate how the candidate carries out tasks and performs duties against the
National Standards of Work. Oral questioning could be used to show the
candidate has the knowledge and understanding of what to do if a medicine or
product was not available. Prepared written questions could be used if the assessor
knows that the candidate’s day-to-day work will not cover all of the scope.

Product evaluation
As candidates work towards achieving the SVQ, they will produce evidence in the
form of products of their work. The nature of this evidence can vary widely
depending on what the candidate’s job entails, but examples of product evidence
include:
♦ a copy of the prescription taken in from a client before dispensing
♦ a copy of prescription after dispensing showing appropriate annotation
♦ dispensed items
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Questioning
Candidates have to show that they can meet the knowledge specifications for the
SVQs. For these SVQs, knowledge and understanding is specified for each
Element. Much of a candidate’s knowledge and understanding will be apparent
from what they do or produce as part of their work, but this will not always be the
case, and questioning can be a useful way of confirming what candidates know
and understand.
Questions can be asked in a variety of forms, such as oral questions, short answer
written questions, and multiple choice.
You should be careful that the method of questioning does not go beyond the
competence required for the SVQ and become a barrier to fair assessment. For
example, some candidates will feel more comfortable with oral questions than
written.
Examples
Whilst being observed, candidates can be asked questions to show knowledge and
understanding that is not apparent from their performance, eg:
Question: How long are prescriptions valid for once completed by the doctor?
Answer: Six months for GP10s, and 13 weeks for controlled drug prescriptions.

Other methods of assessment
These methods, like questioning, are often used for authentication. See section 3
for more about authenticating candidates’ evidence.
Personal statements
You might sometimes find it helpful to ask a candidate to give an account of why
they did an activity in a certain way or how they produced a product of their work.
This is often referred to as a personal statement. You should take care to ensure
that by asking candidates to produce such statements, you are not asking them to
demonstrate competence beyond what is required by the standards. You should
also be selective in the use of personal statements, and make sure they have not
been produced as a substitute to a more valid, reliable and practical method of
assessment.
Personal statements can be used where activities or specific tasks cannot be easily
observed during assessment. For example, in Unit 3.01 Dispense Medicines and
Products, the candidate has to carry out transactions promptly and correctly. Since
this task is not routinely carried out in Scottish hospitals, candidates could
undertake a community placement to generate the necessary evidence. This would
be more valid than using simulation. The candidate’s personal statement would
detail the tasks carried out in relation to each of the National Standards of Work.
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Witness testimony
For practical reasons, you might not be able to observe all the activities carried out
by your candidates, but might feel that other people may be able to provide a
statement on what your candidates have been doing or producing as part of their
work. Statements of this kind are called witness testimony, and are often used to
support other evidence produced by candidates. If witness testimony is used, you
should, ideally, identify witnesses and opportunities for using their testimony as
part of assessment planning.
You should bear in mind that the weight of the evidence will vary, depending on
the knowledge and expertise of the person providing the witness testimony. You
will have to take these factors into account as you make your judgement.
Strongest

Someone with considerable occupational expertise in the candidate’s
area of work and who is familiar with the standards. This person
may also be an Assessor or Internal Verifier qualified with the A/V
Units or ‘D-Units’.
Someone with considerable occupational expertise in the candidate’s
area of work and who is familiar with the standards.
Someone with considerable occupational expertise in the candidate’s
area of work, but with no knowledge of the standards.
Someone who may be a colleague of the candidate, but with no
knowledge of the standards.

Weakest

Someone with no or little knowledge of the candidate’s work or no
knowledge of the standards.

Witness testimony is unlikely to be sufficient in itself for a decision about the
candidate’s competence, and would normally be supplemented by questioning
candidates.
Witness testimony can be used where activities or specific operations cannot
easily be observed during assessment. For example, if the pharmacist who acted
as the qualified Assessor was on holiday, a suitable observer would be required to
ensure the candidate was observed carrying out the task (eg taking a prescription
from the client) competently and accurately. A suitable observer could be the
locum pharmacist. The locum could provide witness testimony.
Simulation
Simulation is any structured assessment exercise involving a specific task which
reproduces real-life situations.
On some occasions, it may not be practical to assess a candidate in real work.
Examples might be where the standards require candidates to carry out emergency
or contingency procedures, or where client confidentiality is an issue, or where a
candidate’s job role does not cover all aspects of the qualification.
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ST&M Council has defined what it regards as simulation, and has specified in the
Assessment and Evidence Requirements when simulation is and is not acceptable.
The Assessment and Evidence Requirements also state when candidates must
demonstrate competence in the workplace.
For more details on simulation and what constitutes performance in the
workplace, look at the assessment strategy in Appendix 2, and the Evidence
Requirements columns in the tables provided in Appendix 3.
Examples
The candidate will be asked to provide evidence of covering transactions in
Element 1 of Unit 3.01 ‘Receive prescription’. As all the scope of this Element
might not be routinely carried out, simulation could be used to cover credit cards
and cheques. This could be in the form of role-play with sample prescriptions,
which reflect normal and current practice, being used.
Unit 3.04 Ensure Your Own Actions Reduce the Risks to Health and Safety
requires the candidate to evaluate risks from accidental breakages and spillages. A
simulation could be used to demonstrate dealing with a spillage, using a non-toxic
substance instead of a hazardous one.

Other sources of evidence
Other sources of evidence can be previous experience or learning, case studies, or
assignments.
SQA’s Guides to Assessment and Quality Assurance (see section 5) have more
advice on methods of assessment and how to ensure that your assessment is valid,
reliable and practicable.
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3

Generating evidence
The methods of assessment you use should generate sufficient evidence to
demonstrate the candidate’s competence.
We described earlier the circumstances in which you might choose to use different
methods of assessment. Starting on the next page, this section gives you examples
of forms which you can use to record and present evidence of:
♦
♦
♦
♦

observation (by the assessor)
questions and candidate responses
personal statement (produced by the candidate)
witness testimony

There are blank forms which you can copy and use in assessment in Appendix 1.
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Observation
For observation, note that the form asks you to record the skills and activities
observed. This helps you to make a judgement on how the activity was carried out
and what it demonstrates.
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Observation record
Unit/Element(s):
Candidate:
Evidence index number:

3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products
Element 1 ‘Receive prescription’
Susan Potter
Date of observation:
3.01/A

18/05/03

Skills/activities observed:

National Standard of Work

On receiving a prescription Susan asked the client if the
prescription was for her or someone else and did not discuss any
details on the prescription with anyone else.

1

She then confirmed that the client’s name and address were correct
and asked if they paid for their prescriptions. The client said they
did pay for their medicines and Susan told them of the appropriate
prescription fee and asked them to complete the prescription in
accordance with government requirements. Susan asked the client
how they wanted to pay and the client said cash. Susan took the
cash from the client, rang up on the till and gave the client the
correct change and receipt. She then asked the client if they needed
a reclaim form.

2 and 4

Susan explained to the client that the medicine was available and
would take approximately 20 minutes to dispense. Susan then asked
them if they wanted to wait or come back later. The client wished to
wait. Susan then forwarded the prescription to the pharmacist for
validation.

3 (scope c and e)

3 (scope a and b)
5 (scope f and g)

6

Knowledge and understanding apparent from this observation:
The candidate was aware of correct standard operating procedures for receiving prescriptions and knew
exactly what client details were required, and why they were necessary, and maintained client confidentiality
at all times. Only when the candidate was satisfied that all these necessary procedures were carried out was
the prescription forwarded for validation.
This observation covered knowledge and understanding: K9; K10; K13; K15

Other Units/Elements to which this evidence may contribute:
3.06 Provide an Effective Pharmacy Service for Customers, Elements 1, 2 and 3

Assessor’s comments and feedback to candidate:
Very good first attempt at being assessed. As not all the scope was covered a future date needs to be arranged
to cover the remaining scope.

I confirm the candidate’s performance was satisfactory.
Assessor’s signature:

Elaine Blackie

Date:

18/05/03

Candidate’s signature:

Susan Potter

Date:

18/05/03
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Questions and candidate responses
This form can be used to record any questions you might ask the candidate to
establish what they know and understand. You should note the candidate’s
responses on this form too.
Note that there is a space near the top of the form for you to record when, where,
how and why you asked the questions.
Where you want to give the candidate written questions, this form could also be
used.
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Record of questions and candidate’s answers
Element(s): 1 ‘Receive prescription’

Unit: 3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products

Evidence index number: 3.01/1B
Circumstances of assessment:
While working in the dispensary the candidate was observed receiving a prescription from a client.

List of questions and candidate’s responses:
Q: Why is it important to check the patient’s details carefully when taking in a prescription?
A: To ensure that patient confidentiality is maintained at all times and that only information related
to the patient is given to the patient. This also avoids errors when recording patient information
in the patient’s medication record.
Q: For how long is a prescription valid once completed by the doctor?
A: Six months for a GP10 and 13 weeks for a controlled drug prescription.
Q: What would you do if someone handed you a prescription that was more than six months old?
A: I would ask the client to take a seat while I took the prescription to pharmacist.

Assessor’s signature: Elaine Blackie

Date: 18/05/03

Candidate’s signature: Susan Potter

Date: 18/05/03
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Candidate’s personal statement
If a personal statement is being used as evidence, it should be completed by the
candidate. The statement should record what they did, how and why they chose to
carry out an activity or produce work in a certain way. Where other people may
have been present during an activity and they may be able to provide witness
testimony, the candidate should record how the statement links to other evidence
in the column provided.
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Personal statement
Date

Evidence
index
number

Details of statement

Links to other
evidence
(enter
numbers)

25/05/03

3.01/1C

I received a prescription from a client’s
representative. I checked the patient’s
name and address whilst maintaining client
confidentiality at all times by not
disclosing anything related to the
medication.
The prescription was clearly written and
met with all legal requirements. I also
checked whether the patient paid for their
prescriptions or were exempt from
payment and ensured that they signed the
relevant section on the back of the
prescription, ie exempt over 65.
I knew the medication was not stocked by
the pharmacy and explained this to the
client’s representative. They were very
angry as the District Nurse had lots of
patients still to visit and now they could
not get the patient’s medication. I asked
them to take a seat while I spoke to the
pharmacist. The pharmacist said they
would order it straight away and that it
would be in that afternoon.
I returned to the client’s representative and
explained this to them and informed them
that we could deliver the medication to the
patient’s home as they were frail and
elderly and could not come to the
pharmacy to collect their medicine.
Once I was satisfied with all of the above I
forwarded the prescription for validation
and preparation.

Signed (candidate):

Susan Potter

Date:

25/05/03
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Unit,
Elements,
NSoW
covered
3.01
Element 1
NSoW 1, 2,
3, 5 and 6

Witness testimony
Remember when you to use witness testimony that it must be capable of being
authenticated — even if the testimony itself is being used to authenticate a
candidate's claim to competence.
To make sure the witness testimony is genuine, you must ensure that you have a
record of who is acting as a witness, their relationship to the candidate (eg
supervisor, client) address, telephone number and the date. There are spaces for
this information in the form.
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Witness testimony
SVQ title and level:

Pharmacy Services level 3

Candidate’s name:

Susan Potter

Evidence index no:

3.01/1D

Index no of other evidence which this
testimony relates to (if any):

3.01/1C

Element(s):

1 ‘Receive prescription’

Date of evidence:

25/05/03

Name of witness:

Ann Watson
Community Pharmacist supervising candidate
during their community placement

Designation/relationship to candidate:
Details of testimony:

I observed Susan carrying out all the National Standards of Work as defined in the standards for
Unit 3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products, Element 1 ‘Receive prescription’.
During her placement Susan received a prescription from a client’s representative (ie district nurse)
because the patient was an elderly, frail person. Susan maintained patient confidentiality by not
discussing any unnecessary details about the medication with the nurse.
She dealt with transactions in a thorough and efficient manner. Susan followed the correct
procedures by ensuring the district nurse completed the declaration on the reverse of the
prescription.
Susan knew that the medicines were not stock items and checked whether the nurse wanted to call
back later. The nurse said she would call back and collect the medicines later as she was not going to
see the client until later that day. Susan endorsed the prescription following Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) to indicate the nurse was coming back for the script. Susan also asked the nurse
if she would like to ask the patient if they would like their medication delivered to their home in
future, as they could not manage to get to the shop.
Susan forwarded the prescription for validation and preparation in a correct manner.
I can confirm the candidate’s evidence is authentic and accurate.
Signed by witness: Ann Watson

Date: 25/05/03

Witness (please tick the appropriate box):
Holds A1/A2 Units or D32/D33 Award
9

Is familiar with the SVQ standards to which the candidate is working
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Filling the gaps
There may come a time when your candidate has provided evidence for most of
the Unit (or SVQ), but there are some gaps. For example, you may find that
certain situations, such as handling contingencies, have not arisen during
assessment. Often these will relate to dealing with health and safety issues, or
unexpected problems with workflow like delays in receiving information from
another part of the organisation.
In this SVQ, such gaps are likely to occur in generating evidence for Unit 3.04,
Ensure Your Own Actions Reduce the Risks to Health and Safety; Element 1
‘Identify the hazards and evaluate the risks in your workplace’. You may be able
to overcome these by preparing a simulation or by asking ‘what would you do if?’
questions to cover a breakage or spillage of a hazardous substance.

Guidance and support to candidates
At all times during the assessment process — from planning through to making
your assessment decision — feedback should be on-going, clear and constructive.
Feedback should be given against the national standards by relating it to the
evidence provided, including the knowledge specifications.
Where there are any shortfalls in a candidate’s competence, you should discuss
these with your candidate and make plans for re-assessment.

Judging candidate evidence and making an
assessment decision
In judging candidate evidence, you must be satisfied that your candidates can
work consistently to the required standard, and that the evidence is authentic. You
must consider whether your candidate understands and applies the knowledge
evidence and how this links to performance evidence.
Evidence must:
♦
♦
♦
♦

be relevant to the SVQ
be authentic
show current competence
be sufficient to help you form a decision about the candidate’s competence
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Insufficient evidence
You have to judge whether the candidate has produced enough evidence required
by the standards for you to reach a decision about their evidence.
Where there is insufficient evidence, you should say this to your candidate. You
should tell the candidate that it is not that they are not yet competent — there is
simply not enough evidence on which to make a decision.
In this situation, your feedback must help your candidates produce more evidence
and/or plan for further assessment.

Authenticating candidates’ evidence
Authentication is required where you have not observed a candidate’s performance
at first hand.
You can check whether a candidate has produced evidence which they claim
shows their competence by questioning them or, if this is appropriate, asking them
to produce a personal statement, using witness testimony, or seeking peer reports
from other colleagues of the candidate.
An example
When an assessor is not available to observe the candidate producing evidence
there must be a process to authenticate the candidate’s work. For example, the
video tape from the CCTV camera may be used to show the candidate receiving a
prescription. This, however, would have to be supplemented with other forms of
evidence such as witness testimony from the candidate’s supervisor; this should
include confirmation that this was the actual candidate and that the video footage
was of a real-life situation and was unrehearsed.
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4

Recording achievement
You should retain all evidence — clearly referenced — for internal and external
verification.
The candidate’s evidence is normally kept in a file, often called a portfolio. These
help you and your candidates to collect, present and cross-reference the evidence
to the national standards. They are also a means of recording your assessment
decisions, and they tell an External Verifier what stage a candidate has reached in
achieving the SVQ.
Recording documents do not need to be paper-based — it is possible to use an
electronic format for collecting and structuring the evidence. Whatever format you
and your candidates choose to use, the documents must show what evidence was
generated, the assessment decisions you made, how the evidence meets the
standards, and where the evidence can be located. You should avoid photocopying
items simply to put them in a portfolio — a clear explanation of where the
evidence can be found (for example, in a filing cabinet) may be sufficient for the
External Verifier to follow it up and include it in the visit.
There are various reasons why record-keeping is so important:
♦ it provides a way of tracking a candidate’s progress in achieving an SVQ
♦ it helps candidates to make claims for certification of their competence
♦ internal verifiers and external verifiers use the records to sample assessment
decisions
♦ it helps us to monitor the quality assurance of our qualifications
If your candidates’ evidence is incomplete, or cannot be located, or if there is
inaccurate cross-referencing to the standards, there is a risk that an Internal
Verifier or External Verifier will be unable to confirm your assessment decisions.
To help you and your candidate present evidence and record your assessment
decision, we have provided examples of the forms which you and your candidate
might use to compile the portfolio.
♦ Completing the Unit progress record
♦ Using the evidence index
♦ Completing the Element achievement record
These forms are also used in SQA’s portfolio.
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Completing the Unit progress record
You should complete this form each time your candidate achieves a Unit from the
SVQ by adding your signature and the date next to the relevant Unit.
At this stage, candidates should make sure they have completed the recording
documents correctly and that their evidence can be easily located. Only then
should they circle the relevant Unit number at the top of the form. This enables
both of you to see at a glance the progress that the candidate has made towards
achieving the SVQ.
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Unit progress record
Qualification and level:

SVQ Pharmacy Services level 3

Candidate:

Susan Potter

To achieve the whole qualification, you must prove competence in four mandatory Units
and four optional Units.
Unit Checklist
Mandatory
Optional

3.01
3.03

3.04
3.06

3.05
3.07

3.02
3.08

3.09

3.10

3.11

3.12

Mandatory Units achieved
Unit Number

Title

Assessor’s Signature

Date

3.01

Dispense Medicines and Products

Elaine Blackie

1/06/03

3.04

Ensure Your Own Actions Reduce the
Risks to Health and Safety
Manage Your Work and Development

Elaine Blackie

30/03/03

Elaine Blackie

01/05/03

3.05

Optional Units achieved
3.06

Provide an Effective Pharmacy Service for
Customers
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Elaine Blackie

15/04/03

Using the index of evidence
The purpose of the index of evidence is to help you locate and work through the
candidate’s evidence. It should give you a summary of what evidence the
candidate has collected, and where (eg in a portfolio) it can be found.
The index of evidence should be completed by entering:
♦
♦
♦
♦

the index number for each piece of evidence
a description of each piece of evidence
the place or location where it can be found
the initials of the Internal Verifier and the date (if they have sampled the
candidate’s evidence)

Ideally, it should be the candidate (with your support and encouragement) who
completes the index.
You must make sure that the information in the evidence index is accurate when
your candidates’ portfolios are presented for assessment and verification —
particularly the information about where the evidence can be located. This is
important because we suggest that anything, which has been produced as day-today work is kept in its normal location, but anything, which has been produced
through assessment for the SVQ, eg observation checklists, is filed in the
candidate’s portfolio. In this way, your candidate can avoid having to photocopy
work products just for the sake of including them in a portfolio. It also means that
evidence produced as a result of assessment is kept safely in a central file.
If the index of evidence is not completed with an accurate description and location
of the evidence, there is a risk that an Internal Verifier or External Verifier might
be unable to confirm your assessment decisions.
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Index of evidence
SVQ title and level: Pharmacy Services level 3
Evidence
number

Description of evidence

Included in
portfolio
(Yes/No)
If no, state
location

3.01/1A

Observation checklist including copy of prescription

YES

3.01/1B

Oral questioning

YES

3.01/1C

Personal statements

YES

3.01/1D

Witness testimony

NO, (in filing
cabinet)
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Sampled
by the IV
(initials
and date)

Completing the Element achievement record
To help you and your candidates cross-reference the evidence to the standards of
the SVQs, we have provided records similar to those produced in the SQA
portfolio. Use one record for each Element. The grids should be completed by:
♦ entering the evidence index number in the first column
♦ giving a brief description of the evidence in the second column
♦ ticking the relevant boxes for the National Standard of Work Performance
Criteria (or statements of competence as they are sometimes known)
♦ entering the areas of knowledge and understanding the piece of evidence
covers
If integrated assessment is used (linking NSoW or Elements across different
Units) the evidence should be cross-referenced back to the relevant Units.
We have provided a completed example to show how to use the record.
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Observation checklist showing
candidate taking in a
prescription from a client
Written questions to clarify
knowledge and understanding
Personal statement of
transactional procedures
Witness testimony from
community pharmacist
detailing procedures carried
out

3.01/1A

3.01/1D

3.01/1C

3.01/1B

Description of Evidence

Evidence
Index No

Element: 1 ‘Receive prescription’

9
9

9
9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9
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9

9
9

9

K2 K3

9

K4 K5

K6 K7

9

9

9

K8 K9

9

6

9

5

K1

4

2

1

3

Areas of knowledge and understanding

NSoW

Unit: 3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products

Element achievement record

9

K
10
9

K
11

9

K
12

9

K
13
9

K
14

9

K
15
9

Date:
Date:

Elaine Blackie

Pete Thompson

Assessor:

Internal verifier:
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Date:

Susan Potter

Candidate:

01/06/03

25/05/03

25/05/03

The candidate has satisfied the assessor and internal verifier that the performance evidence has been met.

Evidence submitted consisted of direct observations by work-based Assessors, personal statements supported by witness testimonies and simulation. Susan
showed knowledge and understanding when answering specific questions relating to the taking in of a prescription covering National Standards of Work 3
and Scope D and E.

Notes/Comments

Element: 1 ‘Receive prescription’

Unit: 3.01 Dispense Medicines and Products

5

Further information
What else should I read?
The publications listed here provide additional information on how to implement
SVQs. They can be ordered from SQA’s Customer Contact Centre — telephone
0845 279 1000. Please quote the publication code when making your order, and
note that there may be a charge for some of these publications.
Assessor/Verifier Units: assessment guidance (DB1681, October 2002)
External Assessment Moderation in National Qualifications and Higher National
Qualifications: a guide for centres (AA0892/2, December 2001)
Guide to Assessment and Quality Assurance for Colleges of Further Education
(AA0841/3, September 2003)
Guide to Assessment and Quality Assurance for Employers and Training
Providers (AA0842/3, September 2003)
Guidance on Special Assessment Arrangements (A0645/4, September 2003)
Quality Assurance Principles, Elements and Criteria (A0798, December 1998)
Operational Guide for Centres 2002/2003: Colleges (FA1601/2, August 2003)
Operational Guide for Centres 2002/2003: ETPs (FA1602/2, August 2003)
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Appendix 1: Blank recording
forms
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Unit progress record
Qualification and level:
Candidate:
To achieve the whole qualification, you must prove competence in ___ mandatory Units
and ___ optional Units.
Unit Checklist
Mandatory
Optional

Mandatory Units achieved
Unit Number

Title

Assessor’s
Signature

Optional Units achieved
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Date

Index of evidence
SVQ title and level:
Evidence
number

Description of evidence

Included
in portfolio
(Yes/No)
If no, state
location
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Sampled
by the IV
(initials
and date)

Evidence
Index No

Element:

Unit:

Description of Evidence

PCs

Element achievement record
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Areas of knowledge and understanding

Date
Date:

Assessor:

Internal verifier:
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Date:

Candidate:

The candidate has satisfied the assessor and internal verifier that the performance evidence has been met.

Notes/Comments

Element:

Unit:

Personal statement
Date

Evidence
index
number

Details of statement

Links to other
evidence
(enter numbers)

Signed by candidate:
Date:
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Unit,
Elements,
PCs covered

Observation record
Unit/Element(s):
Candidate:

Date of observation:

Evidence index number:
Skills/activities observed:

PCs covered:

Knowledge and understanding apparent from this observation:

Other Units/Elements to which this evidence may contribute:

Assessor’s comments and feedback to candidate:

I can confirm the candidate’s performance was satisfactory.
Assessor’s signature:

Date:

Candidate’s signature:

Date:
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Witness testimony
SVQ title and level:
Candidate’s name:
Evidence index no:
Index no of other evidence which
this testimony relates to (if any):
Element(s):
Date of evidence:
Name of witness:
Designation/relationship to
candidate:
Details of testimony:

I can confirm the candidate’s evidence is authentic and accurate.
Signed by witness:

Date:

Witness (please tick the appropriate box):
Holds A1/A2 Units or D32/D33 Award
Is familiar with the SVQ standards to which the candidate is working
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Record of questions and candidate’s answers
Unit:
Evidence index number:
Circumstances of assessment:

Element(s):

List of questions and candidate’s responses:

Assessor’s signature:

Date:

Candidate’s signature:

Date:
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Appendix 2: Assessment strategy
(extract)
3

Focus of Assessment

3.1

SVQs are based on National Occupational Standards and assess the application of
skills, knowledge and understanding in a specific occupation to the standards
required in the workplace. It is anticipated that much of the evidence for the
assessment for SVQs will be gathered as candidates carry out their usual duties in
support of the pharmacy team.

3.2

The Pharmacy Sector has independently developed an Assessment and Evidence
Requirements document relating to the Pharmacy Services SVQs. This sets out
what constitutes sufficient and consistent evidence and indicates where simulation
is and is not appropriate. It will not be appropriate for a candidate to use a
majority of simulated evidence to achieve their SVQ, but it may be acceptable for
assessing competence in certain situations. The rationale for this is detailed below.

3.3

Within the pharmacy services standards and qualifications, simulation takes one
of the following formats:

3.3.1

Practical tests — a test of (usually) manual skills involving realistic tools,
equipment, materials and working methods, but conducted in a non-work
environment. This produces a physical Outcome or artefact which can be
examined. In addition, some parts of the process may be observed by a qualified
assessor or recorded by an expert witness. Examples of this in pharmacy services
would be extemporaneous dispensing of products or assembly of orders.

3.3.2

Work-based projects — a complex activity usually involving a number of
associated Outcomes and processes. Projects normally involve: data collection,
investigation, analysis, calculation, interpretation, synthesis, presentation of
findings and formatting of written reports. Projects usually result in a document
that can be examined but some parts of the process may be observed or recorded
— particularly verbal presentations. Work-based projects use the facilities,
processes, data and information of the normal work environment. An example of
where work-based projects may be used in the pharmacy services qualifications is
in relation to health promotion/education for individuals or groups.

3.4

Simulations have been indicated when there are limited opportunities for
demonstration in the work environment (see Assessment and Evidence
Requirement Document). These occur for such reasons as:

3.4.1.

hazards to the candidate or others in the work environment — for example,
cleaning procedures, cross infection hazards

3.4.2.

infrequent events where insisting that candidates wait for their occurrence would
be unreasonable or create blockages in the assessment system which might carry
the risk of demotivating candidates — for example, handling hazardous spillages,
bomb alerts
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3.4.3.

critical Outcomes where a high degree of confidence is required for the
transferability and repeatability of performance — for example, aseptic
manipulations

3.4.4.

situations in which it is unacceptable to observe or record as this would be
obtrusive and unacceptable for reasons of confidentiality — for example,
counselling a distressed client

3.5

In addition there will be times when individual candidates are not able to provide
workplace evidence because their workplace offers no opportunity to collect
the evidence required, or it only offers limited opportunities for the collection of
workplace evidence, or the cost of collecting the evidence is prohibitive

3.6

The main reasons why it is difficult to substitute workplace evidence in pharmacy
services is that it is essential that individuals can interact effectively with patients
and clients, other members of the pharmacy and other health care professionals in
real life situations

3.7

It is anticipated that some SVQ assessment centres will be able to develop such
forms of simulation themselves given the proper guidance from awarding bodies.
The standards-setting body is concerned to ensure that:
♦ the competence demonstrated by the candidate in a simulation will transfer
to the workplace — if a simulation is not realistic, then the response of the
candidate will be different from the response that would be expected in the
workplace. If the candidate perceives the simulation to be unrealistic and
lacking relevance, then it will not provide a true reflection of their actual
competence. So the planning and design of simulations will need to include
the support and guidance given to the candidate to help them recognize the
relevance and potential transfer of the evidence — not just a concern with the
‘hardware’ which might be needed to set up the simulation
♦ the competence demonstrated in a simulation can be sustained over time
— this relates to the fact that simulations can involve extremely ‘contracted’
versions of what actually happens in the workplace. It is essential that
sustained practice in the workplace must be taken into account when
simulations are designed

3.8

In the context of assessing candidates for NVQs and SVQs, ‘realism’ means the
contexts, environments and conditions described in the standards against which
the assessment is taking place
Realism in the assessment of pharmacy support staff, will relate to the extent to
which the simulation is able to:
♦ faithfully capture the essence of the pharmacy team-patient/client interaction
♦ make use of the same materials and equipment which would be found in an
up-to-date pharmacy
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♦ ask the pharmacy support staff member to carry out activities which they
would normally undertake, in a non-intimidatory environment

6

Occupational expertise of Assessors and Verifiers

6.1

It is proposed that pharmacy services SVQ Assessors and Verifiers (both internal
and external) should have the following occupational expertise. For those
standards that are specific to pharmacy services, Assessors and Verifiers
should be either:
♦ a registered pharmacist who is competent in the area of practice to which the
National Occupational Standards which are being assessed, apply
or
♦ a qualified pharmacy technician (one who is qualified to SVQ Pharmacy
Services level 3 or its equivalent) with two years’ post qualification
experience and who is competent in the area of practice to which the National
Occupational Standards being assessed, apply

6.2

Assessors and Internal Verifiers for pharmacy services SVQs, should also be or
have been working in a pharmacy services environment during the last 24 months
provided that they can provide evidence of ‘Continuing Professional
Development’.
Evidence of the current occupational competence of Assessors and Internal
verifiers would need to be presented in the form of:
♦ a certificate of the relevant professional qualification
and
♦ evidence of current working in a pharmacy services environment with
pharmacy support staff
and
♦ a demonstrable commitment to maintaining an appropriate level of
occupational competence as a pharmacy Assessor or Internal Verifier

6.3

The occupational requirements for assessors of Units that have been imported
from other awards will be accepted, ie it is not essential that they are assessed by
individuals with pharmacy services qualifications.

6.4

Assessors and Internal Verifiers will need to meet the nationally specified
requirements for assessors and Internal Verifiers of SVQs, ie the Assessor and
Internal Verifier Units from Employment NTO. QCA/SQA will in line with
current Regulatory requirements, audit awarding bodies to ensure that Assessors
and Internal Verifiers meet the appropriate selection criteria.

6.5

External Verifiers will be expected to hold the same professional qualifications as
Assessors and Internal Verifiers. In addition they will be registered pharmacists or
experienced pharmacy technicians with current working in the sector or they can
provide evidence of Continuing Professional Development. They are likely to be
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drawn from experienced Internal Verifiers who have achieved relevant EV Unit(s)
from the Employment NTO or who are working towards achieving these.
The rationale for these requirements is to ensure that the SVQs are only
assessed/verified by those who are occupationally competent in pharmacy
services.
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Appendix 3: National Standards of Work
and Assessment and Evidence
Requirements
Introduction
The tables on the following pages include information extracted from the National Occupational
Standards and the Assessment and Evidence Requirements for SVQ Pharmacy Services level 3, published
by the Science, Technology and Mathematics Council.
These documents include all relevant information required to assess candidates. The information from
these documents has been collated in the following tables. Each table has all of the information required
for the assessment of one Element from each Unit.
In the tables, normal and bold text has been extracted from the National Occupational Standards. Text in
italics has been extracted from the Assessment and Evidence Requirements document.
This information is available to candidates and will also be included within the candidate portfolio.
The tables are organised in columns as follows:
Column 1

National Standard of Work: National Occupational Standards

Column 2

Scope of Standards: National Occupational Standards
Explanation of Scope: Assessment and Evidence Requirements

Column 3

Evidence Requirements: Assessment and Evidence Requirements
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check the client details on the prescription
and confirm that they are clear and correct

give the appropriate information to the
client

carry out all transactions promptly and
correctly

ensure that the declaration on the
prescription is completed by the client,
when applicable in accordance with
government requirements

forward the prescription for validation and
preparation

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

*

i)
j)

h)

f)
g)
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Remember client confidentiality is very important and this should be reflected in the document included in your portfolio

use of cash, credit cards and cheques: how would these be handled what checks would you make?
Issue of official receipts & reclaim forms: inclusion of examples of P11 and FP57 forms in your portfolio will provide evidence or
supplementary questioning by your assessor.
issue of prescription receipts: this is a docket that you give to the client when they hand in the prescription. You will need to describe
your system and include a copy of the docket. If you do not operate such a system then describe how you think it would work with the
advantages and disadvantages.
exemption and prepayment certificates: inclusion of examples of these forms, with an explanation of their use and purpose.
costing of private prescriptions including VAT: you should provide evidence that you are able to correctly price private prescriptions
and understand the difference in costings between those that are written by a General Practitioner and a Veterinary Practitioner.

You must show that you are able to carry out transactions in respect of

e)

b)
c)
d)

a)

ensure that client confidentiality is
maintained at all times

1.

prescription fees: You should show that you understand when and why different fees are payable. Evidence may come from direct
observation or questioning by your assessor or using the pharmacist/experienced technician as a witness, a copy of the prescription
with an explanation of the fees charged.
exemptions: the copies of the back of the prescriptions.
waiting and collection times: evidence to support this will come from you explaining to the client how long they will need to wait.
alternative delivery services: delivery services that involve someone apart from the client, this could be to the client’s home or to a
hospital ward by a porter. You should give an explanation of how your system operates. If your pharmacy does not operate such a
service you could briefly describe how such a system could operate in an ideal situation.
availability: you should always check that the items on the prescription are allowed to be prescribed in line with local policies and
that you have sufficient to meet the needs of the prescription.

You must show that you give the appropriate information to the client in respect of

You must always:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
to cover any of the types of
appropriate information or any
types of transactions where
these are not normally covered
as part of daily work.

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. all types of appropriate
information
2. all types of transactions

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of Work and the
Scope of the standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
This Element asks you to provide evidence to show that you can consistently (over a period of time including quiet/busy period) work to the
Element 1: Receive prescription
National Standards of Work when you receive prescriptions working under the direction, control or supervision of a registered pharmacist
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.01 DISPENSE MEDICINES AND PRODUCTS

confirm that the prescriptions are
appropriate for the client

refer the prescriptions to the appropriate
authority if you are unsure about any
aspect, you must make the appropriate
annotation on the prescription

make all referrals in a courteous manner

confirm that prescriptions are valid and are
not a forgery.

2.

3.

4.

5.

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
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client
client’s representative: e.g. a parent, a carer, a relative, a ward representative.
pharmacist
prescriber: e.g. GP, a dentist, nurse prescriber, hospital doctor or consultant.
other healthcare professional: e.g. district nurse, midwife, ward staff, dentist, etc.

You will need to show that you know when to refer to the appropriate authority, this includes the following

c)
d)

b)

method of administration: for example you will need to consider the age of the client, are they able to swallow if tablets have been
prescribed, is a cream more appropriate than an ointment etc.
dosage, time and frequency of administration: you may need to check with reference sources, the Patient Medication Record or local
protocols.
medicine interaction
contra indications: are you aware of any reasons why the client should not take the prescribed, e.g. does the patient have any other
medical conditions or are they taking any other medication

a)

check that prescription is correctly written
in respect of meeting BNF, hospital, local
formulary requirements

1.

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. all types of
appropriateness for the
client
2. three types of appropriate
authorities

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of Work and the
Scope of the standards

When confirming the prescription is appropriate for the client you must show that you have considered:

You must always:

National Standard of work

This second stage in the dispensing process requires you to check that the prescription has been correctly written and contains all the
necessary information ensuring that the items are appropriate for the client. You must demonstrate you understand your limits of authority
and recognise when to refer clients to your pharmacist.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

Element 2: Validate prescription

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.01 DISPENSE MEDICINES AND PRODUCTS

You must show that you can competently dispense medicines or products, these include the following:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

You must always:

ensure that the medicine or product matches the
prescription

ensure that the medicine or product will remain
in date for the course of treatment (as stated on the
prescription) or take the appropriate action

prepare the medicine or product using the correct
equipment and process

label the medicine or product correctly, checking
it against the prescription

ensure that the medicine or product is packed
appropriately

endorse the prescription appropriately

complete all relevant records legibly and
accurately

follow the health, hygiene and safety procedures

forward the prescription for checking

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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solid forms e.g. tablets, capsules, pessaries, suppositories
liquid forms e.g. oral, topical, injectable
preparations to be taken internally, e.g. syrups, emulsions, suspension
preparations to be used externally, e.g. creams, ointments, nasal drops
original packs, e.g. inhalers, eye drops, blister packs, calendar packs
controlled drugs: attention to legal requirements, compliance with record keeping required for CDs
cytotoxic drugs: attention to COSHH regulations and dose and duration of course.

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will only be
acceptable to cover
prescriptions for oral cytotoxic
drugs where you do not
dispense prescriptions for these
drugs as part of your normal
work.

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. all types of medicines or
products

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of Work and the
Scope of the standards

Evidence Requirements

You must demonstrate that you are able to accurately and methodically dispense prescriptions, consistently (over a period of time
including quiet/busy period) work to the National Standards of Work.

Element 3: Assemble and label required
medicine or product

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.01 DISPENSE MEDICINES AND PRODUCTS

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

select the correct formula in respect of the
prescription/ward order

ensure the preparation area and equipment are
clean and ready for use

select and use the correct equipment for the
process and the product

produce the required labels that meet all the legal
and local requirements

ensure that the ingredients you select and quantity
you calculate and measure meets the formula
requirements

ensure that your work is checked by the
appropriate person

prepare the product according to the correct
formula, using the appropriate processes and
equipment

complete all relevant documentation clearly and
accurately

endorse the prescription/ward order appropriately

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

12. follow the relevant Health and Safety and COSHH
procedures at all times

11. ensure the work area and equipment is cleaned and
maintained ready for use

10. ensure that you pack and label the product
correctly

You must show that you can prepare the following products:

You must always:
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topical preparations: e.g. creams, ointments, external liquids and ear drops,
oral liquid preparations: e.g. re-constitutions, suspensions, solutions
suppositories
powders
capsules
dilutions
cardiac arrest boxes (not applicable to community pharmacy)

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
to cover types of products that
cannot be prepared in the
workplace

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. three different types of
products and include
examples of calculations

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of Work and the
Scope of the standards

Evidence Requirements

You must demonstrate that you are able to accurately and methodically extemporaneously prepare medicines, consistently (over a
period of time including quiet/busy period) work to the National Standards of Work.

Element 4: Prepare extemporaneous
medicine for patient use

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.01 DISPENSE MEDICINES AND PRODUCTS

identify if the patient has previously used the
medication or product

establish whether the patient is taking any other
medication either prescribed or OTC

provide to the client advice and information
relating to the use of the prescribed medicine or
product clearly and accurately and in the most
appropriate format

confirm the client’s understanding of any advice
or information you give

correctly identify the patient’s needs and assess
when the client should be referred to a pharmacist

demonstrate you understand the limits of your job
role

refer the client to the pharmacist in a polite and
courteous manner, passing all the relevant
information to the pharmacist

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. issue the medicine or product correctly, checking
it matches the prescription, all details are correct
and all the necessary consumables are provided

written: could be a patient information leaflet or a leaflet on how to use the medicine.
oral: conversation with the patient/client by way of explanation.
demonstration: this could be showing the client how to use an oral syringe, diabetic syringe, inhaler.
in a way that is appropriate for the client and medicine or product
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Consumables will include:
1a)
patient information leaflets: e.g. about the drugs or how to use medicines e.g. using eye drops
2a)
spoons
3a)
syringes: e.g. diabetic syringes, paediatric dose syringes
4a)
record cards: e.g. steroid cards, warfarin cards

You must show that you can issue the following types of medicine/product:
n) tablets and capsules
o) external liquids
p) internal liquids
q) inhalers and devices, eg rota caps, spacers
r) eye/ear preparations
s)
nasal preparations
t)
suppositories and enemas
u) pessaries and vaginal creams
v) dressings
w) topical preparations, e.g. creams, ointments, lotions
x) patches
y) sublingual sprays/tablets
z) caverject and other penile products

k)
l)
m)

outstanding balances: when the full quantity prescribed on the prescription cannot be dispensed, could include a copy of the owings
documentation.
and using the following formats:

j)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

confirm the patient’s identity and that it correctly
matches with the prescription

2.

dosage and usage: timings of doses.
contra-indications: e.g. drugs not to be taken in pregnancy, elderly, children
storage: you should be able to explain why certain medicines should be stored in a certain way, for example antibiotic suspension or eye
drops.
side effects: explain to the customer about potential side effects of the prescribed items, e.g. antibiotics and NSAID.
food/drink interactions
use and maintenance of appliances: e.g. inhalers, syringes, compression hosiery, spacers
repeat supply: on private prescriptions, addicts prescriptions.
expiry date: on extemporaneous preparation or reconstitution.
other medications: could involve a customer’s inquiry about taking other medication with the prescribed items.

a)
b)
c)

ensure that patient confidentiality is maintained at
all times

1.

You must provide
evidence for all
aspects of
knowledge and
understanding
stated in this
Element

Simulations will be
acceptable for this
Element

Successful
performance
evidence is required
for:
1. all types of
information
2. all types of
format
3. five types of
medicine/produ
ct
4. all types of
consumables

Evidence must be
provided across all
the National
Standards of Work
and the Scope of the
standards

You must show that you can provide information in the following areas:

You must always:

National Standard of work

This Element requires you to show how you would issue dispensed items to client. You will need to demonstrate that you can
consistently (over a period of time including busy/quiet periods) provide information that will help the client in their use and
understanding of the medicine. You must show that you are able to identify and deal with clients who require referral to the
pharmacist.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence
Requirements

Element 5: Issue prescribed medicine or
product

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.01 DISPENSE MEDICINES AND PRODUCTS
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Validate prescriptions
K16
How to use the BNF as a reference source
K17
The procedures for validating prescriptions and reasons for following them
K18
The different types of prescription forms and when they must be used
K19
The range of medicinal products that may be dispensed on each type of form and reasons for limitations
K20
How to recognise a possible forged prescription and actions to take
K21
The requirements to be satisfied for a complete, unambiguous and valid prescription and actions to take if validity is questionable
K22
The prescribing conventions and abbreviations
K23
The common proprietary and generic names
K24
Dosage forms and their properties and use
K25
How medicines are administered, their use and the effect they have on basic human physiology
K26
Different strengths, doses and quantities of medicines and why they are used
K27
The actions and use of drugs including different drug interactions and contra-indications
K28
Why and when Patient Medication Records (PMRs) or medical records are used
K29
The regulations relating to the prescription requirements for controlled drugs
K30
The current legislation relating to the validity of prescriptions

Receive prescriptions
K9
Exactly what client details are required on a prescription and why they are necessary
K10
The current prescription charges payable: exemptions and how clients can claim refunds, including use of official forms and prepayment certificates
K11
Clinical trial regulations and procedures
K12
The procedures for dealing with clients with special needs eg those who are blind, deaf, clients with urgent prescriptions, mothers with young children, non English speaking clients etc
K13
The current legislation and procedures relating to prescription charges and exemptions
K14
The different types of prescription forms and when they must be used
K15
The transactional and administration procedures as required by government regulations and those that apply to your workplace

For the whole unit
K1
The limits of your own authority and when to refer to a pharmacist or other healthcare workers
K2
The importance of maintaining dispensary records including the use of the dispensary computer
K3
The current ethical and legal requirements that govern the dispensing and issuing of a prescription
K4
That some clients will have special needs
K5
The different reference sources that are available and when you need to use them
K6
The importance of SOPs and reasons for following them
K7
The basic principles of modern medicines management
K8
The principles of Patient Group Directions (PGDs) and their implications

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.01 DISPENSE MEDICINES AND PRODUCTS
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Issue dispensed medicine or product
K48
The procedures and principles for issuing dispensed medicines and products and the local SOPs that relate to this
K49
Why it is important to confirm the client’s identity; provide information on use of medicines and products, including use of placebo; provide information on storage and maintenance of medicines and products, provide
information on possible side effects, to ensure the safe, effective use of treatments

Prepare extemporaneous medicine for client use
K39
The correct use and maintenance of equipment: ointment tile; glass measures; spatulas, pestle and mortar; weighing balances; fume cupboard
K40
The procedures for preparing products plus principles underlying these
K41
Labelling requirements and conventions; properties of container types and when to use
K42
The importance of maintaining dispensary records including the use of the dispensary computer
K43
Chemical and physical properties of ingredients relevant to formulation and compounding
K44
Process for: dilution; suspensions; solutions; incorporation and reconstitution
K45
Factors which can cause deterioration of stock, sources of contamination and appropriate, corrective action; microbial; ross-chemical; physical; environmental and storage conditions
K46
Handling and storage of hazardous materials and procedures to minimise risk
K47
Principles of formulae calculations, weights and measures

Dispense required medicine or product
K31
Procedures for dispensing prescriptions plus principles underlying these
K32
Basic hygiene and the importance of maintaining a clean working environment and equipment; personal hygiene and use of protective clothing
K33
Labelling requirements and conventions; measurement and transfer of medicine from bulk; properties of container types and when to use
K34
Principles and procedures for dispensing sterile products; equipment selected is appropriate for use
K35
Factors which cause deterioration of stock; microbial contamination; environmental and storage conditions
K36
Handling and storage of hazardous materials and procedures to minimise risk
K37
Principles of calculations, weights and measures
K38
How to use the Drug Tariff and in particular the information that supports prescription endorsement

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.01 DISPENSE MEDICINES AND PRODUCTS

ensure that stock requirements are
identified correctly

ensure that the stock order accurately
details the stock requirements

ensure that stock is ordered from the correct
supplier/location

monitor the progress of outstanding orders

ensure that particular attention is paid to
any special requirements

complete all documentation correctly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

You must always:

a)
b)
c)
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special orders e.g. unlicensed, non-formulary items
controlled drugs: paying particular attention to legal requirements
emergency orders: when you are unable to order an item from your normal supplier.

You must show that you are able to order a wide range of routine stock, your evidence must also include examples of the following special
requirements:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely
order all types of stock

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. routine stock orders
2. all types of stock with
special ordering
requirements

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
This Element asks you to provide evidence to show that you can consistently (over a period of time including quiet and busy periods) order
Element 1: Order Stock
correct pharmaceutical stock from the correct supplier and dealing with any outstanding orders.
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.02 CONTROL STOCK OF PHARMACEUTICAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

check and confirm deliveries against the
original order

identify accurately any discrepancies and
delivery problems and take prompt action
to remedy them

check expiry dates and take any action
necessary

identify correctly storage areas and
conditions, ensuring stock is stored
promptly and safely

ensure that you store stock in a manner that
allows stock rotation

ensure that the appropriate people are
informed promptly of stock availability

ensure all Health and Safety procedures are
followed at all times

complete all documentation accurately and
process it promptly

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

g)
h)
i)
j)
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secure: in a CD cupboard.
low temperature: temperature sensitive storage between 2-8 degrees (i.e. in a refrigerator).
isolated: poisons, oxygen cylinders, inflammables, named patient drugs, unlicensed , cytotoxics, anaesthetics
ambient: normal room temperature.

You must show that you can identify any special storage areas these will include the following :

incorrect item: many drugs have similar names it is important that you check that the delivered items are the same as those ordered
incorrect drug formulation: drugs come in different format e.g. cream, ointment, tablets capsules
incorrect drug strength: the same drug will often be available in different strengths
incorrect quantity: some drugs come in outers or multiples in one pack
out of date/short dated stock: it is important that you always check expiry dates
damaged stock

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

ensure you sign for the correct number of
parcels/items

1.

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely use
all types of storage areas

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. all types of discrepancies
and delivery problems
2. all types of storage areas

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

You must show that you are able to deal with discrepancies and delivery problems that include the following:

You must always:

National Standard of work

The second Element requires evidence of receiving deliveries of a range of products, checking the order and dealing with any associated
discrepancies or delivery problems. You must also show that the stock is stored under the correct conditions and adherence to health and
safety requirements.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

Element 2: Receive and store stock

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.02 CONTROL STOCK OF PHARMACEUTICAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

identify correctly any discrepancies in the
stock levels paying particular attention to
local requirements

take the appropriate action when
discrepancies have been identified

take appropriate action in respect of out
dated or redundant stock

ensure that waste matter is stored or
disposed of safely

clearly and accurately record details of
stock checks

ensure that storage areas are maintained fit
for use following all Health and Safety
procedures.

correctly deal with any company recalls or
drug alerts

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

c)
d)
e)
f)
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secure: in a CD cupboard.
low temperature: temperature sensitive storage between 2-8 degrees (i.e. in a refrigerator).
isolated: poisons, oxygen cylinders, inflammables, named patient drugs, unlicensed products.
ambient: normal room temperature

You must show that you can maintain a wide range of stock some of which require special requirements and the following storage areas:

replacement of stock
disposal of stock: remember to take account of Health and Safety issues or legal requirements for the disposal of CDs

a)
b)

ensure that stock checks are carried out
regularly and correctly

1.

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not maintain
certain types of stock in certain
storage areas.

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. both types of appropriate
action
2. all types of storage areas

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

You must show that you can take the appropriate action in respect to:

You must always:

National Standard of work

You must demonstrate that you are able to carry out stock maintenance such as checking stock levels, dealing with discrepancies, rotating
stock and replacing and disposing of stock for a range of stock with different storage requirements. This could be within the pharmacy or at
ward level. Your evidence must include dealing with any company recalls or drug alerts.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

Element 3: Maintain stock

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.02 CONTROL STOCK OF PHARMACEUTICAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

ensure that items issued, match the request

ensure that stock is issued in line with
stock rotation

ensure all stock issued is in date and fit for
purpose

take remedial action when any item is out
of stock

ensure that stock is packed correctly

ensure that stock is labeled correctly for
carriage

complete all documentation correctly and
neatly

issue stock to the correct destination using
the correct delivery method

follow Health and Safety procedures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Issues of stock: this can be against a written order from a doctor or dentist, internal stock transfer where the dispensary is separate to the
main storage area, ward or clinic orders or orders from nursing homes or residential homes.

You must always:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. the issue of stock to at
least three different
destinations one of which
must be the return of stock
to a supplier

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

You must show that you are able to issue goods to various destinations including the return of stock to a supplier

National Standard of work

Element 4: Issue stock

This Element requires you to demonstrate that you can consistently work to the National Standards when you are issuing pharmaceutical
stock against requests to various destinations. This should also include the return of stock to a supplier. Your activities must be the result of
real work activities completed by yourself and observed in the workplace.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.02 CONTROL STOCK OF PHARMACEUTICAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
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Issue stock
K19
Procedures for responding to urgent requests
K20
Input and retrieval of stock data
K21
Action to be taken if stock is unavailable
K22
Which products need special packaging and transportation and why it is important to adhere to these special requirements

Maintain stock
K16
The principles of keeping storage areas in good condition
K17
The procedures for dealing with drug alerts and company recalls
K18
How you would dispose of unwanted stock including short and outdated stock

Receive and store stock
K11
The importance of only receiving stock identified on the original order
K12
The purpose and importance of expiry dates and batch numbers
K13
The storage requirements of different types of products and why they are important
K14
How you would identify and handle damaged, contaminated or deteriorated stock
K15
How you would deal with damaged or incomplete deliveries

Order stock
K9
The parameters set for the computer ordering system
K10
Sources and suppliers of stock

For the whole unit
K1
The limits of your own authority and when to refer to a pharmacist or senior technician
K2
The current legislation that applies to the storing, issuing and ordering of pharmaceutical stock
K3
The importance of maintaining correct, accurate documentation, including back up systems to IT failure
K4
The different formulation and strength of drugs and why it is important to stock the correct formulation and strength
K5
The difference between branded and generic drugs
K6
The Health and Safety requirements in respect to the storage, issuing and disposal of pharmaceutical stock including COSHH
K7
The importance of SOPs, why they are necessary and the reasons for following them
K8
The importance of good stock management, this includes the rotation of stock and the quantity of stock, taking account of seasonal variations

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.02 CONTROL STOCK OF PHARMACEUTICAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

identify what and why the information is
needed

ensure that you obtain all the relevant
details from the enquirer

record the receipt of the request accurately
and clearly

establish what, if any, information the
enquirer already has

ensure that the enquirer is treated in a
courteous manner and in a way that is
sensitive to their needs

agree a time scale for the response and agree
a format

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

*

d)

c)

b)

a)

establish the identity of the enquirer

1.
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Remember that client confidentiality is very important, when you include documents in your evidence you must ensure that you do not
breach this.

a member of your pharmacy team: could include requests for information on ordering of special medicines, availability of stocks,
advice on prescription charges or a drug tariff query.
other health service professionals: from a nurse or member of medical staff. The request could be on the compatibility of drugs,
infusion times, drug interactions, manufacturers of a certain product.
a member of the public: request for information about which drugs can be used in pregnancy, information on travel healthcare,
availability of a certain product.
a request for information from someone who is a third party: from carer or patient for more information about drugs.

You must show that you are able to receive requests for information from different enquirers these will include:

You must always:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations must only be used
to cover the different types of
enquirer when they are not
normally met in your
workplace

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. receiving requests for
information from at least
three types of enquirer

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
Element 1: Receive a pharmaceutical This Element asks you to provide evidence to show that you can consistently (over a period of time including quiet and busy periods) work
to the national standards of work when you receive pharmaceutical queries and/or advice. This includes obtaining all the relevant
query
information from the enquirer and establishing why the information is needed.
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.03 PROVIDING PHARMACEUTICAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE

a)
b)

identify correctly the relevant source of
information

seek approval to access the information
when necessary

take account of legal, confidentiality and
ethical issues

evaluate the information that has been
accessed

prepare response in a structured manner and
in a format that meets the needs of the
enquirer

ensure that your response is checked by the
appropriate person

ensure you maintain the security of the
information

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a)
b)
c)

written: typed, word processed or hand written
oral: face to face or telephone
electronic: e-mail or fax
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You must show that you are able to provide a response in various formats these will include:

c)
d)
e)

Various sources of information are available and will include the following:

You must always:

BNF
other pharmaceutical publications e.g. Martindale, Cytotoxic Handbook, Medicines for Children, Data Sheet, Pharmacy Handbook,
summaries of product characteristics
local formulary
electronic source e.g. internet
consumer information e.g. patient information leaflet, health promotion leaflet

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not normally deal
with a variety of technical
queries providing you
demonstrate that you can
search different sources and
prepare a response.

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. three different types of
sources, indicating why the
source used was
appropriate.
2. all different types of
format

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

This Element covers the collection of information from various sources and the preparation of a response in different formats. You must
demonstrate that you can work consistently (over a period of time including quiet and busy periods) to the national standards of work.

Element 2: Prepare a response

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.03 PROVIDING PHARMACEUTICAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE

a)

respond to the enquirer within the agreed
timescale or give them an update on the
progress made

ensure that the information and/or advice
offered is accurate, relevant and complies
with statutory requirements

provide your response in a clear and concise
manner, in a format that is appropriate

ensure your response has met the
requirements of the enquirer

treat the enquirer courteously and in a
manner that is sensitive to their needs

correctly complete all relevant
documentation and store appropriately

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

e)
f)
g)

written
oral e.g. face to face, telephone
electronic e.g. email, fax
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You must show that you can provide a response using different formats. These will include:

d)

c)

b)

You will need to show that you are able to deal with different enquirers. These will include:

You must always:

a member of your pharmacy team: could include requests for information on ordering of special medicines, availability of stocks,
advice on prescription charges or a drug tariff query.
other health service professionals: from a nurse or member of medical staff. The request could be on the compatibility of drugs,
infusion times, drug interactions, manufacturers of a certain product.
a member of the public: request for information about which drugs can be used in pregnancy, information on travel healthcare,
availability of a certain product.
a representative (third party): from carer or patient for more information about drugs.

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not deal with
technical queries provided you
are able to demonstrate you are
able to prepare a response to
queries.

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. three different types of
enquirers
2. all different types of
formats

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

This Element covers the completion of the process by responding to the request for pharmaceutical information or advice, consistently (over
a period of time including quiet and busy periods) when you receive pharmaceutical queries and or advice.

Element 3: Respond to a
pharmaceutical query

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.03 PROVIDING PHARMACEUTICAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE

Respond to pharmaceutical query
K12
The importance of showing empathy with the enquirer and how to do so
K13
How to deal with enquiries politely and calmly, especially when they are excited or angry
K14
Why it is important to keep accurate documentation

Prepare response
K8
How to identify information sources and how to access them
K9
What action you should take if you cannot deal with the enquiry
K10
How to prepare a concise and accurate response
K11
When and by whom your response should be checked
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Receive pharmaceutical query
K5
How to respond to different requests for information
K6
The correct way to ask questions and why it is important to obtain all the relevant information from the enquirer. This will include the use of open and closed questions
K7
The importance of agreeing timescales and why they should be kept

For the whole unit
K1
The limits of your own role in obtaining, interpreting and supplying information or advice
K2
When to refer to an appropriate person
K3
The importance of confidentiality
K4
The importance of SOPs and the reasons for following them

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.03 PROVIDING PHARMACEUTICAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE

ensure that you identify which workplace
policies are relevant to your working
practices.

ensure that you identify those working
practices in any part of your job role which
could harm yourself or other persons

ensure that you identify those aspects of the
workplace which could harm yourself or
other persons

ensure that you evaluate which of the
potentially harmful working practices and
the potentially harmful aspects of the
workplace are those with the highest risk to
you or others

ensure that you report those hazards which
present a high risk to the persons
responsible for health and safety in the
workplace

ensure that you deal with hazards and low
risks in accordance with workplace policies
and legal requirements

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

a)

ensure that you correctly name and locate
the persons responsible for health and
safety in the workplace

1.
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the use and maintenance of machinery or equipment: could include using a computer, fridge, balances or other manufacturing
equipment, fax, tablet counter, infusion pump
the use of materials or substance: this evidence could come from the Units 3.1 Element 4, 3.8 and 3.9
working practices which do not conform to laid down policies: dealing with a bomb alert or explosion, clearing away after dispensing
unsafe behaviour: a member of staff wearing unsuitable clothing for work, acting in a manner likely to cause an accident
accidental breakages and spillages: how would you deal with this type of situation
environmental factors: monitoring the temperature of the dispensary fridge, disposal of medicines, storage of drugs

Risks cover issues resulting from:

You must always:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
to cover risks that do not occur
naturally in your workplace to
ensure the scope is covered

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. minimum of two types of
risks

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of the standards
Evidence must be provided to
demonstrate competence in
identifying hazards with
reference to working activities
or aspects of the workplace and
acting upon your decisions as
to whether the hazard presents
high or low risk.

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
This Element asks you to provide evidence to show that you can consistently (over a period of time including quiet/busy period) work to the
Element 1: Identify the hazards and
National Standards of Work when carrying out your duties in the workplace, observing health and safety requirements. Your activities must
evaluate the risks in your workplace
be the result of real work activities completed by yourself and observed in the workplace.
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.04 ENSURE YOUR OWN ACTIONS REDUCE THE RISKS TO HEALTH AND SAFETY

ensure that you rectify those health and
safety risks within your capability and the
scope of your job responsibilities

ensure that you pass on any suggestions for
reducing risks to health and safety within
your job role to the responsible person

ensure that your personal conduct in the
workplace does not endanger the health and
safety of yourself or other persons

ensure that you follow the workplace
policies and suppliers’ or manufacturers’
instructions for the safe use of equipment,
materials and products

ensure that you report any differences
between workplace policies and suppliers’
or
manufacturers’ instructions as
appropriate

ensure that your personal presentation at
work
a) ensures the health and safety of
yourself and others
b) meets any legal, duties
c) is in accordance with workplace
policies

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

e)

ensure that you follow the most recent
workplace policies for your job role

2.
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the use of safe working methods and equipment
the safe use of hazardous substances e.g. cytotoxic materials
smoking, eating , drinking and drugs
what to do in the event of an emergency: how the department should be evacuated in the case of a fire, what you should do if there is
an accident e.g. spillage.
personal presentation: it is important you present a good clean image

a)
b)
c)
d)

ensure that you carry out your working
practices in accordance with legal
requirements

1.

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1 . minimum of four types of
workplace policies

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of the standards
Evidence must be provided to
demonstrate competence in
reducing the risk to health and
safety.

Workplace policies or SOPs will cover:

You must always:

National Standard of work

This Element requires you to show you have taken the appropriate steps to reduce health and safety risks that may occur in your
dispensary/pharmacy and in line the SOPs. You must demonstrate you understand your limits of authority and recognise when to refer to
another person. Evidence must be provided to demonstrate competence in reducing the risk to health and safety.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

Element 2: Reduce risks to health and
safety in your workplace

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.04 ENSURE YOUR OWN ACTIONS REDUCE THE RISKS TO HEALTH AND SAFETY

Reduce risks
K6
The specific workplace policies covering your job role
K7
Suppliers’ and manufacturers’ instructions for the safe use of equipment, materials and products
K8
Safe working practices for your own job role
K9
The importance of personal presentation in maintaining health and safety in the workplace
K10
The importance of personal conduct in maintaining the health and safety in the workplace
K11
Your scope and responsibility for rectifying risks
K12
Workplace procedures for handling risks which you are unable to deal with

Identify hazards
K3
The agreed workplace policies relating to controlling risks to health and safety
K4
The responsibilities for health and safety in your job description
K5
The responsible persons to whom to report health and safety matters
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For the whole unit
K1
To ensure your own actions reduce risk to Health and Safety you should know and understand the following aspects of health and safety legislation:
a)
your legal duties for health and safety in the workplace as required by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
b)
your duties for health and safety as defined by any specific legislation covering your job role
K2
To ensure your own actions reduce risks to Health and Safety you should know and understand the following relating to risks to health and safety
a)
what hazards may exist in your workplace
b)
the particular health and safety risks which may be present in your own job role and the precautions you must take
c)
the importance of remaining alert to the presence of hazards in the whole workplace
d)
the importance of dealing with or promptly reporting risks
e)
the requirements and guidance on the precautions

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.04 ENSURE YOUR OWN ACTIONS REDUCE THE RISKS TO HEALTH AND SAFETY

make sure this work is in line with your
organisation’s procedures and policies and
within the limits of your job role

prioritise different pieces of work according
to their importance and urgency

set realistic objectives, working methods and
schedules for all the work you have to
complete

clearly inform other relevant people who
will be involved in your plans

have all the necessary resources available
and ready for use when you need them

change your priorities flexibly when the
importance and urgency of different pieces of
work change

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

line manager: includes team leader, supervisor, employing pharmacist
the person requesting the work
other members of your team/department: pharmacist, technician, shop supervisor
people from other teams/departments: hospital wards/departments, doctors’ surgery, district nurse, residential/nursing homes
suppliers external to your organisation: drug/stock suppliers

i)
j)
k)
l)
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equipment: photocopiers, printers, labellers, equipment used to make medicines
materials: stationery, ward top-up sheets or stock sheets, ingredients, containers, labels
information: patient information leaflets, prescription, batch sheet, any piece of information you need to do the work
people: other members of staff

Resources need to carry out your work will include the following:

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Relevant people who would be involved with your work will include:

c)

a)
b)

clearly establish, agree and record the
requirements for the work that you have to
do

1.

standard of work required: working to SOPs, producing assignments for your knowledge programme
quantity: how many items are required, how many Units of your S/NVQ you must complete by a set date showing short and long term
targets with action points and a review of progress
when the work should be completed by

You must show that when you are establishing requirements you take account of the following:

You must always:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1.
all of the types of
requirements
2.
two of the types of
relevant people
3.
all of the types of
resources

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
This Element covers planning your work taking into consideration the needs of your workplace and the available resources.
Element 1: Plan your work to meet
requirements
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.05 MANAGE YOUR WORK AND DEVELOPMENT

work in a way that makes the most efficient
use of your time

keep your immediate working area as clean,
tidy and efficiently organised as possible

keep waste to a minimum

treat confidential information correctly

follow organisational procedures when
carrying out your work

change your work plans to meet new
priorities, with the agreement of people who
will be affected

make sure your work meets the agreed
requirements

give other people reasonable notice if you
will not be able to meet their deadlines and
negotiate new agreements that are
satisfactory to them

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

You must always:

Element 2: Organise your work to
meet requirements
National Standard of work

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
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line manager: includes team leader, supervisor, employing pharmacist
the person requesting the work
other members of your team/department: pharmacist, technician, shop supervisor
specialist internal to your organisation: staff responsible for a particular section of work
specialists external to your organisation: people who do not directly supervise your work but who may have specific requirements.

You must show that you are able to liaise with other people they will include:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. three different types of
people

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

This Element covers you carrying out your work while taking account of the needs of other members of your team and the needs of your
organisation.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.05 MANAGE YOUR WORK AND DEVELOPMENT

You must show that you ask for feedback from other people, these will include:

a)
b)

You must always:

regularly review your objectives and assess
your work, identify your strengths and
weaknesses

ask your other people for feedback on your
work and deal with this feedback positively

identify, with relevant people, aspects of
your work that are up to standard and areas
where you could improve

agree, with relevant people, new areas for
career development

agree with relevant people the competencies
you need to improve your work and develop
in new areas

agree a learning plan with specific,
measurable and achievable objectives that
will help you develop these competencies

take part in activities that support this
learning plan

review how well you are developing these
competencies with relevant people and
amend your plan accordingly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

what you are doing well
what you could improve: remember not to get too upset when receiving negative feed back, use it as positive learning point.
what new responsibilities you could take on: this could be to assist with a new service or further develop an existing service

f)
g)
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line manager: includes team leader, supervisor and employing pharmacist
specialists in your organisation: a person responsible for a particular area of work

When reviewing your development you will need to work with the following relevant people:

c)
d)
e)

You will need to seek different types of feedback:

line manager: this includes team leader, supervisor or employing pharmacist
other members of your team: technician, shop supervisor, mentor or tutor

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1.
you must seek feedback
from both types of other
people
2.
all of the types of
feedback
3.
one of the types of
relevant people

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

This Element covers you carrying out and regularly reviewing your work. You are expected to seek feedback from others and deal with it in
a positive way even it is negative.

Element 3: Develop your own work

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.05 MANAGE YOUR WORK AND DEVELOPMENT
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Develop your own work
K20
The importance of thinking about your own work and identifying strengths and weaknesses
K21
What your strengths and weaknesses are
K22
The importance of gaining feedback from other people
K23
Why it is important to deal with this feedback constructively
K24
New areas for your own development in the future
K25
The competencies you need to develop in your work
K26
What is a learning plan and how to develop specific, measurable and achievable objectives for your learning
K27
The types of learning activities that could help your work and how to access these
K28
The styles of learning that suit you best for example, classroom, learning while actually doing the job, open and distance learning
K29
Why it is important to review your achievements and learning plan regularly

Carry out your work to meet requirements
K9
How to make the most efficient use of your time, and things that may prevent that
K10
What you need to do your work, and why you should be organised
K11
Why it is important to keep your working area clean and tidy
K12
Areas of your work where there could be waste and why it is important to keep this waste to a minimum
K13
Why it is important to ask for help when you need it and who you can ask
K14
Your organisation’s relevant procedures
K15
How to change work plans when necessary
K16
The importance of confidentiality
K17
The types of information in your organisation that need to be treated confidentially and how to do so
K18
Why it is important to provide work you have been asked to do on time and in a way that meets requirements
K19
Why it is important to give people reasonable notice if you cannot meet their requirements

Plan your work to meet requirements
K2
Why is it important is it to establish clearly the requirements for a piece of work and what might happen if you do not
K3
Your organisation’s procedures that control what you can and cannot do, and how to interpret these
K4
How to prioritise pieces of work according to their urgency and importance
K5
How to plan objectives, working methods and schedules for new work which you have been asked to do and integrate these with your responsibilities
K6
Other people who may be involved in your plans, what you need to tell them and how
K7
The importance of making sure you will have the necessary resources available and how to do this
K8
Why it is important to be flexible in changing your priorities when the importance or urgency of pieces of work change

Manage your work and development
K1
Why it is important, both to yourself and to your organisation, to be able to plan, prioritise, organise and develop your own work

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.05 MANAGE YOUR WORK AND DEVELOPMENT

a)
b)

deal with your customers promptly

communicate with your customers in a way
that provides confidence and reassurance in
dealing with your pharmacy

identify the needs of your customer
accurately, through sensitive questioning

gauge the feelings of customers through
observation of their behaviour and tone of
voice

communicate with customers clearly,
politely and confidently, choosing a level and
pace of communication that is suited to their
needs

ensure you check with the customer your
perceptions of their needs

deal with the needs of the customer in the
most appropriate way

refer the customer to the appropriate authority
if you are unsure or your SOPs dictate it

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

h)
i)
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you deal with the customer: ensure that you are working within the remit of your job
you refer the customer to a colleague: be sure to pass on all the relevant information and ensure that you inform the customer of your
actions.

Your response to customers will vary but will need to be appropriate for the situation this could mean

You must demonstrate that you can communicate in different ways , this will include:
e) face-to-face: using language appropriate for the customer, present a positive image and stay calm
f)
by telephone
g) others e.g. written, fax, email

c)
d)

You must show that you are aware of the feelings of your customers these will include:

You must always:

positive: the customer is unsatisfied with a service provided by your pharmacy but would like to explore ways to improve it
negative: the customer is unsure about a product or service due to bad publicity or a customer who is not pleased with a suggestion
made to treat a certain condition
angry: the customer who is shouting
upset: the customer who has received any type of bad news.

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
for this Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. three types of feelings
expressed by the
customers
2. all types of
communications
3. all types of response
appropriate to the
situation

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
Using different types of communications your evidence must show you identifying the needs and feelings which a customer may experience
Element 1: Respond to the needs and
and react in an appropriate manner.
feelings expressed by customers

UNIT 3.06 PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE PHARMACY SERVICE FOR CUSTOMERS

a)

operate within the limits of your authority in
attempting to meet your customers and your
pharmacy’s needs

identify any conflict between the needs of
your customers and your pharmacy

take all reasonable action to minimise any
potential conflict

clearly explain the customer’s requirements to
other people who will be involved in
delivering the services or products

provide other staff with additional support
and liaison, if there are problems meeting the
customers’ requirements

check, as required, with the customer to
make sure they are satisfied with the service
they have received

maintain records relating to your customers
according to your organisation’s procedures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

c)

b)

You must show that you are able to minimise any potential conflict

You must always:
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suggest an alternative product/service: this could be suggesting another brand of medicinal product or different manufacturer, an
alternative for an item that is unavailable
suggest the service is provided at a different time: this could be asking a customer to call back when the pharmacist is present on the
premises or delivery of a medicinal product, organisational issues e.g. change in time of a ward top-up
refer the customer to a colleague: this could occur when the customer must be referred to a pharmacist due to the complexity of the
query

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
for this Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. all types of actions to
minimise conflict

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

Your evidence must show that you have understood the requirements of the customer and taken the relevant actions to minimise potential conflict. All your actions must be
within your limits of authority

Element 2: Meet the ongoing needs and
expectations of your customers

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.06 PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE PHARMACY SERVICE FOR CUSTOMERS

interact with the customer in a way that
shows that you understand their feelings

take account of any suggestions the customer
might make

identify possible solutions, using your
organisation’s procedures and showing a
determination to solve the problem

clearly suggest and explain these solutions to
the customer and agree a way forward

if you cannot reach agreement, refer the
problem to a relevant colleague and explain
to the customer what is happening

follow through any solutions agreed with the
customer and find out if they are satisfied

follow organisational procedures for
recording and reporting the problem and the
agreed solution

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

b)
c)
d)
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The need for information and advice: could be information about prescription charges (e.g. multiple charges for a medicinal product),
lack of availability of a product or service.
Changing requirements: change in pharmacy regulations, change in service provision, discontinuation of a product.
Complaint about services: for example some aspect of the dispensing service, collection and delivery service to a customer or ward.
Complaint about products: could be a complaint about the quality of a medicine, dressing or appliance, which has been purchased or
supplied against a prescription or order.

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
for this Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. three types of problems

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

You must show that you are able to deal with different types of problems, these will include:

a)

Evidence Requirements

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must always:
1.
collect as much relevant information as
possible about the customer and their
problem, and confirm this with them

It requires you to show how you identified and dealt with a range of customer problems or complaints working within your organisational SOPs

Element 3: Identify and respond to customer
service problems and complaints

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.06 PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE PHARMACY SERVICE FOR CUSTOMERS
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Identify and respond to customer service problems and complaints
K21
Organisational procedures for dealing with problems and complaints
K22
Why it is important to collect as much information about the customer and their problem and confirm this information with them
K23
The relevant information that should be collected
K24
The importance of showing empathy with the customer and how to do so
K25
Why it is important to explain more than one possible solution and reach agreement with the customer
K26
Who is the relevant person is to whom you must refer problems when you cannot reach agreement with the customer
K27
Why it is important that the customer knows what is happening
K28
Why it is important to follow through agreed solutions and check that the customer is satisfied
K29
How to deal with customers politely and calmly, especially when they are angry or excited
K30
The importance of showing determination when trying to solve a problem and the impact this has on the customer
K31
Your organisation’s procedures for recording and reporting problems and complaint

Meet the ongoing needs and expectations of your customers
K16
The importance of establishing your customer’s requirements clearly and accurately
K17
The type of information you will need to plan the service effectively
K18
The importance of agreeing requirements with the customer and recording these
K19
The types of additional support and liaison your colleagues may need in meeting customers’ requirements and how to provide this
K20
The importance of checking customer satisfaction

Respond to the needs and feelings expressed by the customer
K7
Information that your organisation may already hold on customers, and how to access it and why it is important
K8
Why it is important to take the initiative on building relationships with customers and how to do so
K9
How to present a positive image of yourself and your organisation and why this is important
K10
Why you should be able to judge customers’ feelings accurately
K11
How to identify and respond appropriately to customer feelings (positive and negative), especially how to respond to an angry customer
K12
The importance of clear, polite, confident communications with customers and how to communicate in this way
K13
Other types of information about the customer that would be helpful in building your relationship and how to seek this information sensitively
K14
The importance of recording customer information and how to do so in line with your organisation’s procedures
K15
How your behaviour will effect the behaviour of your customer

For the whole unit
K1
Who are the customers to whom your team or pharmacy provides services
K2
What are your pharmacy’s procedures for dealing with customers
K3
Why effective customer services (both to internal and external customers) are important
K4
Why it is important both to maintain and improve customer services
K5
The importance of SOPs and why they must be followed
K6
The guidelines laid down by your pharmacy which limit what you can do within your job

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.06 PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE PHARMACY SERVICE FOR CUSTOMERS

a)
b)
c)

ensure that the equipment allocated to you is
suitable for the work to be carried out

start up equipment following the appropriate
instructions

log on to the system as required, with the
correct identification and password

choose the appropriate available software
that will help you to carry out each piece of
work efficiently

ensure that you can access any stored files
that you need to use

deal effectively with any problems that you
are allowed to and report other problems to
the relevant person

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
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word processing programmes: to produce letters, reports posters, responses to queries
presentation programme: to produce slides
patient data: patient medication records
e-mail
pharmacy computer system: labelling, ordering, stock control, on line reference sources e.g. Pharmline, Medline

You will need to show that you are able to use different types of software, these include the following:

installed processor: PC
installed input device: keyboard, mouse, bar-code reader, digital camera, scanner
installed output device: printer, labeler

You will need to show that you are able to work with different equipment

You must always:

all types of equipment
three different types of
software
You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

1.
2.

Successful performance
evidence is required for:

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
This Element requires you to demonstrate that you can switch on the computer (stand alone PC or log into a network) and associated
Element 1: Start up your computer
equipment. You should check the computer is responding to the input and output devices available.
equipment
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.07 SUPPORT THE USE OF PHARMACY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

enter data correctly in the required sequence

minimise the occurrence of errors by effective
use of available automated checking facilities
e.g. spell check, where available

save data as appropriate

deal with out of date data correctly

treat any confidential information correctly

deal effectively with any problems that you
are allowed to and report other problems to
the appropriate person

keep accurate and up-to-date records of where
files have been stored.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

*

ensure that data entered is accurate and
complete

2.
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Remember that patient confidentiality is very important and should be reflected in the documentation.

copy: could be providing a copy of a patient’s medication records, copy a logo/text from a file to another file or section of a document
create: enter new patient details onto a PMR, produce a label
delete: change patient information, remove records, delete information from a file or a ward stock list
locate: search for a patient using criteria such as surname or identification number or search for a specific drug file
move: put a file into a specific folder, move text around in a document
name: give a file a specific name
rename: give a file a new name
select: choose a certain drug from a list

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

ensure you only access data you are
authorised to use

1.

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. four different types of file
structure operations

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

You must show that you can carry out file structure operations they will include the following:

You must always:

National Standard of work

This Element requires you to consistently demonstrate your ability to enter data into the appropriate file. Your evidence must also include
carrying out various operations to correctly maintain the data ensuring it is saved in the relevant file and dealing with any problems
associated with entering the data.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

Element 2: Enter and save data

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.07 SUPPORT THE USE OF PHARMACY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Information supplied for:

a)
b)

You must always:

ensure that you understand exactly what
information is required

approval to access an information source is
sought when necessary

information is obtained or generated in the
appropriate format and within the required
deadlines

ensure that you promptly resolve any
problems in accessing information with the
relevant person(s)

treat any confidential information correctly
and only disclose to authorised persons

deal effectively with any problems that you
are allowed to deal with and report other
problems to the appropriate person

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Remember that patient confidentiality is very important and should be reflected in documentation.

*

g)

labels: could include warning labels, prescription bag labels
stock reports: end of year stock take, ward top-up, out of stock
text: patient information leaflet, stock checklist, assignments linked to your knowledge course
graphs/tables: these could include chart or graph mapping the temperature of the dispensary fridge, chart/form of the prescription
figures
email

c)
d)
e)
f)

Information formats include:

internal purposes: could include providing prescription figures to manager/head office, stock checklists, certain patient’s PMR.
purposes external to your organisation: for example prescription figures to the PPA, patient information leaflet, order form to a
manufacturer, usage figures for ward stock

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

Element 3: Retrieve and supply
information
National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. all types of information
2. three different types of
formats

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

Your evidence should demonstrate you can retrieve and supply information in several different formats for a variety of purposes.

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.07 SUPPORT THE USE OF PHARMACY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

save any working data in the correct
location, following your organisation’s
procedures

close down the software you are using
following the correct procedures

follow the correct procedures for logging off
the system, as required

correctly close down the equipment that you
are allowed to close down

deal effectively with any problems that you
are allowed to deal with

report problems you are not allowed to deal
with to the relevant person

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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You must show that you understand the importance of saving working data e.g. files that you are working on at the time.

You must always:

1.

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

This final Element requires you to provide evidence of saving any data according to your organisation’s procedures, logging off the system
and finally closing down the system.

Element 4: Close down your computer
equipment

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.07 SUPPORT THE USE OF PHARMACY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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Closing down your computer equipment
K24
Procedures for saving working data
K25
Procedures for unloading and handling storage media correctly
K26
Procedures for closing down your software and equipment, including connected equipment such as printers, and why it is important to follow these
K27
Procedures for logging off and why they should be followed

Retrieve and supply information
K20
Which sources of information you are able to use and which you may need approval to access
K21
How to use different systems or programmes to obtain information
K22
Why information is required in different formats
K23
The range of problems that may occur when retrieving and supplying information and how to deal with them

Enter and Save Data
K13
Why it is important to enter data accurately and promptly
K14
How to save and organise work in a way that makes it easy to find and retrieve in the future
K15
Why it is important to have enough storage capacity before carrying out file structure operations and how to check this
K16
Procedures for archiving or deleting files that are not required on your system
K17
Your organisation’s procedures for backups and why they are important
K18
The range of problems that may occur when you are maintaining file structures
K19
The importance of recording where files have been stored

Starting up your computer equipment
K8
Available computer equipment and what you need for the tasks you routinely carry out
K9
Correct procedures for powering up your equipment including connected equipment such as printers, and what might happen if you do not follow them
K10
Logging on procedures and why you must follow them if a system requires you to do so
K11
The range of available software and which to use for what type of job
K12
The range of problems that may occur when you are starting up your equipment

For the whole unit
K1
The importance of following organisational procedures and manufacturer’s instructions at all times and what might happen if you do not
K2
The basic requirements of data protection legislation and health and safety legislation and other relevant legal requirements
K3
The importance of patient and data confidentiality
K4
What problems you are allowed to deal with yourself and how to deal with them
K5
What problems you should report to someone else and who that person is
K6
Systems security and audit trails
K7
Understand the software functions and use

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.07 SUPPORT THE USE OF PHARMACY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

ensure that all areas of work are always clean
and free from contamination

select the correct equipment for the product
and the process

ensure that the equipment is maintained in
good working order, is clean and free from
contamination

follow the correct Health and Safety
guidelines

check the environmental parameters and
ensure they are within the correct working
standard

check the correct formula has been selected
and that all calculations are correct and have
been checked

check that all the necessary labels are
complete, accurate and legible

ensure that the correct ingredients have been
selected, they are of a suitable quality and are
within the expiry date of the expected date of
the final product

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. complete all the relevant documentation
clearly and accurately

a)
b)
c)
d)

select the correct preparation area for the
product being made

1.

balances
measures
mixers
pumps
filters
extractor hoods
mirobiological equipment or media
tablet counters
autoclaves/dry heat sterilizer

topical fluids
IV preparations
solid dose forms ( capsules, tablets, powders, suppositories)
ointments and creams
emergency boxes (cardiac arrest boxes)
oral mixtures/solutions

t)
u)
v)
w)

pre-printed work sheets
batch records
air pressure reading records
environmental monitoring including cleaning records
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Record keeping is important and you will need to be able to complete the following documentation:

n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)

You will assemble ingredients and equipment for different types of products which will include the following:

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)

You will use various different pieces of equipment, they will include:

clean room
preparation room/area
isolator
laminar flow cabinet

You will need to prepare different types of areas of work they will include the following:

You must always:

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely
cover all areas of the scope

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. three different types of
areas of work
2. four different types of
equipment
3. three different types of
products
4. three different types of
documentation

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of the standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
Evidence for this Element will come from you collecting together the relevant pieces of equipment and preparing the work area for
Element 1: Prepare environment,
manufacturing. You will need to show evidence of carrying out relevant calculations. Your work will be carried out in suitably licensed or
equipment and ingredients for
approved premises.
assembly or manufacturing process
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.08 MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLE STERILE & NON-STERILE BATCH MEDICINAL
PRODUCTS

You will need to show that you can complete the relevant documentation, this will include:

a)
b)
c)

You must always:

ensure that the correct documentation is
available and ready for use, before you start the
preparation

measure and weigh the required quantities
accurately in accordance with the formula and
worksheet calculations

prepare products in accordance with the
formula or any specified processes

ensure the product is packed correctly

ensure that any necessary sterilisation
processes are completed and meet all the QA
requirements

ensure that products are labelled and
quarantined appropriately

ensure all ‘in process’ checks are carried out by
the appropriate person

ensure that any secondary packaging and
labelling is completed correctly and accurately

ensure that any defective equipment is reported

correctly and accurately complete all necessary
reconciliation calculations

complete all documentation clearly and
accurately

ensure that at all times you follow the relevant
Health and Safety procedures, including the
reporting of health problems

1.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

mixing
filtration
reconstitution
incorporation
solution
filling
assembly
pre-packing (from bulk packs)

topical fluids
IV preparations
solid dose forms (capsules, tablets, powders, suppositories)
ointments and creams
emergency boxes (cardiac arrest boxes)
oral liquids/solutions

*

r)
s)
t)
u)
v)
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You will need to be aware of the relevant Health and Safety procedures, these will include COSHH regulations. They will identify
any special precautions you will need to take, including any protective clothing you must wear.

visual product check
Quantity Control sampling
Reconciliation calculations of labels, containers etc.
end of process check
environmental monitoring

To ensure that the quality of the product is maintained you will need to carry out various ‘in process’ checks’, these will include:

l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)

You will prepare or manufacture a variety of products these include:

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

When preparing and manufacturing products different types of processes will be used, they will include:

pre-printed worksheets
batch sheets
batch record book

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely
cover all areas of the scope

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. two types of
documentation
2. four different types of
processes
3. three different types of
products
4. three different types of ‘in
process’ checks

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of the standards

Evidence Requirements

You must demonstrate preparation and packaging of sterile and non-sterile pharmaceutical products. Your evidence must show you are
working within SOPs and health and safety procedures from preparing through to QC stage.

Element 2: Prepare, process,
assemble and pack manufactured
products

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.08 MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLE STERILE & NON-STERILE BATCH MEDICINAL
PRODUCTS

You will need to show that you are able to clean and store various types of equipment, these will include:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

You must always:

ensure that all the relevant documentation is
completed clearly and accurately and is ready
for checking

ensure that all equipment is dismantled,
cleaned, decontaminated and stored correctly

ensure that the reconciliation of ingredients and
materials is carried out correctly

ensure that materials and waste are labelled
clearly and are stored or disposed of
appropriately

clean or decontaminate all work areas using the
appropriate cleaning method

complete all documentation clearly and
accurately and ensure it is stored correctly

prepare QC samples as appropriate and
quarantine products

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

h)
i)
j)
k)

clean room
preparation room/area
isolator
laminar flow cabinet
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Work areas must be left clean and ready for use these will include:

balances
measures
mixers
pumps
filters
extractor hoods
tablet counters

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for
all aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely
cover all areas of the scope

Successful performance
evidence is required for:
1. four different types of
equipment
2. three different types of
preparation areas

Evidence must be provided
across all the National
Standards of work and the
scope of the standards

Evidence Requirements

This is the final stage of the manufacturing process and requires evidence of ensuring all equipment and areas are clean and ready for
action. Your evidence must include completing the relevant documentation and records.

Element 3: Complete the assembly or
manufacturing process

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.08 MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLE STERILE & NON-STERILE BATCH MEDICINAL
PRODUCTS
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Prepare, process or assemble and pack medicinal product
K14
Principles and procedure for preparing and medicinal products
K15
Labelling requirements and convention
K16
Chemical and physical properties of ingredients relevant to formulation and compounding, this will include any interactions between ingredients
K17
Sources of contamination and the appropriate corrective action
K18
Principles of formulae calculations, weights and measures
K19
Principles and procedures for:
a)
mixing
b)
filtration
c)
reconstruction
d)
incorporation
e)
filling
f)
assembly
g)
dissolving

Prepare environment and equipment for assembly manufacturing process
K9
Principles and procedures of formulae calculations
K10
The preparation and use of environmental areas
a)
laminar flow cabinets
b)
clean room
c)
isolators
d)
preparation room
K11
The assembly and maintenance of equipment
K12
The principles and properties of different types of containers and when to use the various types
K13
Environmental parameters eg air pressure, temperature, air flow

For the whole unit
K1
Current Health and Safety legislation including COSHH
K2
Principles of SOPs and why it is important to work within these procedures
K3
Basic hygiene and the importance of maintaining a clean working environment
K4
Personal hygiene and the use of protective clothing
K5
Current legislation relating to the manufacture of pharmaceutical products
a)
EC Directives
b)
Rules and Guidance for Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
c)
Packaging of medicinal products, including methods and materials
K6
The factors that affect and cause microbial and cross-chemical contamination
K7
The maintenance of records eg updating, version number
K8
The importance of using and keeping the correct documentation

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.08 MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLE STERILE & NON-STERILE BATCH MEDICINAL
PRODUCTS
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The reasons for and how to carry out in-process checks, end product quality checks and quarantine requirements
Nature and use of different products:
a)
topical fluids, eg eye drops, ear drops, nasal drops
b)
IV preparations
c)
solid dose forms eg capsules, tablets, suppositories, powders
d)
oral liquids
e)
ointments and creams
f)
emergency boxes
Principles and procedures for sterilisation of products, including, autoclave, dry heat, microbial filtration

Complete the assembly or manufacturing process
K23
The procedures for the disposal of waste products and cleaning material
K24
Principles and procedures for dismantling and storing equipment
K25
Principles and procedures for decontamination and the records that need to be kept

K22

K20
K21

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.08 MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLE STERILE & NON-STERILE BATCH MEDICINAL
PRODUCTS

select the correct equipment and containers
for the product and the process

ensure that all equipment and containers are
clean and free from contamination

check the environmental parameters against
the requirements for the process

take the appropriate action to ensure the
environmental parameters are correct

select the correct ingredients/materials for the
designated product

select the correct formula and ensure all
calculations are correct

ensure that you always refer, to the
appropriate person, any problems that are
outside your role

complete clearly and accurately all the
relevant documentation

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. that at all times you follow the relevant
Health and Safety procedures

a)
b)
c)
d)

ensure that the preparation area is
maintained clean and free from contamination

1.

measuring devices
pumps
filters
syringes
transfer devices
needles
giving sets
venting device

IV additives
cytotoxic injections
parenteral nutrition
PCA syringes
aseptic topical preparations e.g. eye drops

r)
s)
t)

pre-printed worksheets
blank worksheets
environmental monitoring
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The documentation used will include the following in written or electronic format:

m)
n)
o)
p)
q)

You will need to prepare for the production of different products :

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

The equipment you would be expected to work with will include the following:

preparation room
isolator
laminar air flow cabinet
clean room ( background environment)

The following areas are included in the preparation area:

You must always:

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely cover
all areas of the scope

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. three different types of
preparation area
2. five different types of
equipment
3. three different types of
products
4. two different types of
documentation

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of the
standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
This Element asks you to demonstrate preparing the work area and equipment for the aseptic process. Your evidence should demonstrate
Element 1: Prepare the environment,
your understanding of GMP, ability to work within SOPs and recognise when to refer problems to the appropriate person where necessary.
assemble the equipment and the
ingredients for the aseptic process
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.09 PREPARE PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS ASEPTICALLY

correctly pack and label the product

identify any secondary packaging and ensure
that it is correctly labelled

clearly and accurately complete all the
required documentation

ensure all in process checks are carried out

follow the relevant Health and safety
procedures

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

mixing
filtration
re-constitution
filling
dissolving

k)
l)
m)

pre-printed worksheets
blank worksheets
prescriptions or orders
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The documentation that you will use will include in written or electronic format:

f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

The processes you will use will include:

IV additives
cytotoxic injections/infusions
parenteral nutrition
PCA syringes
aseptic topical preparations e.g. eye drops

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

ensure you prepare the product using the
correct process

1.

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely cover
all areas of the scope

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. three different types of
products
2. four different types of
processes
3. two different types of
documentation

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of the
standards

The products that you prepare will include the following:

You must always:

National Standard of work

Your evidence must show that you can consistently meet the National Standard of Work when preparing different pharmaceutical products
aseptically using different processes. Your work must be within SOPs and include evidence from the initial documentation through to the
checking stage.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

Element 2: Prepare and pack aseptic
products

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.09 PREPARE PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS ASEPTICALLY

You will use various pieces of equipment, they will include the following:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

You must always:

Dismantle, clean and decontaminate reusable
equipment

Ensure that all equipment is stored or
disposed of correctly

Ensure that all materials and waste are clearly
labelled and stored or disposed of in
accordance with legal requirements

Correctly carry out all the required
monitoring processes

Ensure that all areas are decontaminated and
cleaned using correct cleaning methods

Clearly and accurately complete all necessary
documentation

Ensure that all completed documentation is
stored correctly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

preparation room
isolator
laminar flow cabinet
clean room (back ground environment)

l)
m)
n)

blank worksheets
environmental records
pre-printed worksheets
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You will need to complete different types of documentation in written or electronic format, these will include:

h)
i)
j)
k)

The different areas of work will include:

measuring devices
pumps
filters
syringes
transfer devices
needles/giving sets
venting device

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Simulations will be acceptable
when you do not routinely cover
all areas of the scope

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. five different types of
equipment
2. three different types of areas
of work
3. two different types of
documentation

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of the
standards

Evidence Requirements

The evidence for this Element will come from you cleaning the equipment and the area after completing the aseptic process and ready to use
again.

Element 3: Complete the aseptic
process

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.09 PREPARE PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS ASEPTICALLY

Complete the aseptic process
K16
Principles and procedures for dismantling, cleaning and storage of equipment
K17
Principles and procedures for cleaning and decontamination of preparation area
K18
Principles and procedures for the safe disposal of waste materials including:
 cytoxics
 corrosives
 poisons
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Prepare and pack aseptic products
K13
Principles of formulae calculations, weights and measures
K14
Labelling and packaging requirements and conventions
K15
Chemical and physical properties of ingredients relevant to formulation and compounding of aseptic products

Prepare the environment and equipment for the aseptic process
K11
Principles and procedures for preparing equipment
K12
Selection and use of containers

For the whole unit
K1
Current Health and Safety legislation including COSHH
K2
Principles of SOPs and why it is important to work within these procedures
K3
Basic hygiene and the use of protective clothing
K4
Personal hygiene and the use of protective clothing
K5
Current legislation relating to the aseptic preparation of pharmaceutical products eg Farewell Report
K6
The pharmacy recording and documentation system and why it is important to follow these at all times
K7
Principles and procedures for the preparation of aseptic products
K8
The environmental parameters that govern the working area including microbiological monitoring
K9
The appropriate referral procedures
K10
The possible sources of contamination and the appropriate corrective action
 microbial
 cross-chemical
 physical

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.09 PREPARE PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS ASEPTICALLY

check that the customer understands the key
points about the medicine and its use

place the products in discreet and appropriate
packaging before giving them to the customer.

take payment in line with your organisational
policies.

where the protocol and/or your experience
requires you to refer the sale to the pharmacist,
explain to the customer the action being taken
and why

give relevant and critical information to the
pharmacist about any referral situations

refer customers to the pharmacist who request
medicines with the same active ingredient or
with similar action in line with the pharmacy
protocol

inform the pharmacist when excessive or
regular quantities of medicines liable to abuse
or misuse are requested before completing the
sale

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

11. treat all information in confidence.

10. inform the customer politely when the sale of
a medicine cannot be completed because the
pharmacist is not in the pharmacy area and
take appropriate action

use a questioning technique such as 2WHAM
to find out the customer’s requirements.

2.

g)
h)
i)
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GSL Products
P products
Items listed in the pharmacy protocol – include a copy of this document

You must show you can work within the sales of medicines protocol and SOPS that relate to the following:

d)
e)
f)

b)
c)

a)

be courteous to the customer and generate
goodwill through the way you talk to him or
her.

1.

customers with a general idea of their needs: this could be, for example, a customer with a chesty cough and wants a cough
medicine.
customers with no idea of their needs: this could be a mother with a child that has a rash.
customers with special needs: evidence could be from dealing with a pregnant women or customer with medical conditions such as
asthma, diabetes or those with impaired sight or hearing.
those who present as a customer’s representatives: a parent, a carer or a relative.
you must demonstrate that you are able to give oral information to the customer and the pharmacist
you must be able to demonstrate that you can use written information such as PILS and pack information to assist customers

You must show you can competently deal with customers with different needs

You must always:

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. all different types of
customers
2. written and oral information
given to the customer and the
pharmacist
3. all types of medicinal
products

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
This Element requires you to find out the customer’s requirements through sensitive questioning then recommend a product if appropriate
Element 1: Assist in the sale of OTC
according to your pharmacy protocol. You must also demonstrate your ability to recognise and refer customers to the pharmacists if they
medicines
need further advice which is outside your limits of authority.
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.10 ASSIST IN THE SALE OF OTC MEDICINES AND PROVIDE INFORMATION TO
CUSTOMERS ON SYMPTOMS AND PRODUCTS

accurately find out the customer’s needs for
information and advice

identify when the customer should be referred
to the pharmacist using the information
obtained and the pharmacy protocol.

inform the customer when the request for
information and advice is passed onto the
pharmacist and why this action is being taken.

provide relevant, complete and up to date
information and advice to the customer that
is consistent with the pharmacy protocol.

check politely that the information meets the
customer’s needs

confirm what additional information is needed
and either provide it or refer to the pharmacist,
where the information provided does not meet
the customer’s requirements

treat all information in confidence

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

i)

g)
h)
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information about symptoms: this could be confirming certain symptoms with a customer.
information about products: actions and uses of a certain product, emphasising the recommended dosages or any contra
indications.
healthcare advice: could include smoking cessation, nutrition advice, dealing with head lice.

You must show you can provide information and advice to customers on the following:

d)
e)
f)

a)
b)
c)

acknowledge requests for information and
advice from customers politely and promptly

1.

customer with a general idea of their needs: a customer with a chesty cough and wants a cough medicine.
customers with no idea of their needs: this could be a mother with a child that has a rash.
customers with special needs: evidence could be from dealing with a pregnant women or customer with medical conditions such as
asthma, diabetes or those with impaired sight or hearing.
those who present as a customer’s representatives: a parent, a carer or a relative.
oral information: could be instructions about using the product or emphasising the dosage or any warnings.
you must be able to demonstrate that you can use written information such as PILs and pack information to assist customers

You must show you can competently deal with customers with different needs

You must always:

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. three different types of
customers
2. written and oral information
given to customer
3. all different types of
information and advice

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of standards

This Element requires you to show you can gather the correct information from the customers and respond by giving advice on products,
symptoms and healthcare advice within your limits of authority. Any requests that are outside your authority must be accurately and
concisely referred to the pharmacist.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

Element 2: Provide information and
advice on symptoms and OTC
medicines
National Standard of work

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.10 ASSIST IN THE SALE OF OTC MEDICINES AND PROVIDE INFORMATION TO
CUSTOMERS ON SYMPTOMS AND PRODUCTS
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For the whole unit
K1
The importance of the pharmacy protocol on the sale of medicines and SOPs, what is listed in them, how to use them and why it is important that they should be followed at all times
K2
The main actions and side effects of the active ingredients listed in the MCA Formulary (see attached)
K3
The differences between General Sales Medicines (GSL), Pharmacy (P) and Prescription Only Medicines (POM) items
K4
The legal responsibility and authority of the pharmacist and others in the organisation
K5
The use of Questioning techniques such as 2WHAM
K6
Understanding the needs of different types of customers
K7
What sources of information to use, what information to give the customer and what types of information/advice should be supplied by the pharmacist
K8
Legal and ethical requirements for confidentiality

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.10 ASSIST IN THE SALE OF OTC MEDICINES AND PROVIDE INFORMATION TO
CUSTOMERS ON SYMPTOMS AND PRODUCTS

a)
b)
c)
d)

ensure that you identify correctly the service
required by the client

carry out all the necessary preparations prior to
the visit

ensure that the service is delivered in
accordance with the needs of the client and
within SOPs

ensure that the information given to the client is
accurate and appropriate to their needs

check that the client understands the
information you have given them

complete all relevant records accurately and
clearly

work within the parameters of your own job
role recognising when you should seek advice
from the pharmacist

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

f)
g)

e)
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the issuing of equipment: could be forms relating to the loan of oxygen equipment or monitored dosage systems and also a copy of
the prescription
owing items: should include a copy of the owing slip
financial transactions: could be covered by endorsements of prescriptions

Relevant records will include manual or electronic records and will relate to

collection of prescriptions: from the surgery or ward
delivery of dispensed items: could be to the patient’s home or a residential/nursing home
monitored dosage systems
oxygen provision: delivering oxygen cylinder, headset or stand, include copies of any documentation

You must show that you are able to identify and assist in the provision of a variety of services these will include:

You must always:

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. providing three different
types of the services
2. using electronic or manual
records
3. two different types of
records

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
In this Element your evidence must demonstrate you providing a service in an environment beyond the pharmacy. This starts with you
Element 1: Assist in the provision of
preparing for the visit to delivering the service with clear and accurate instructions within your limits of authority. These services include
services outside the pharmacy
collection of prescriptions, delivery of dispensed items, monitored dosage systems and oxygen provision.
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.11 ASSIST IN THE PROVISION OF COMMUNITY SPECIALIST ACTIVITIES

ensure that the appliance prescribed matches
the drug tariff criteria

match the appliance to the requirements of the
client and/or the prescriber

ensure that any missing information is clarified
with the appropriate person

ensure that you provide all relevant information
on the use, maintenance and care of the
appliance in a clear and at an appropriate level
for the client

check that the client has understood any
information you have given them

ensure that all operations which involve
physical contact with the client are conducted
in a manner which is polite, puts the client at
ease and maintains self respect

check that all new appliances fit correctly and
you make any necessary adjustments to ensure
the client’s comfort and correct use of
appliance

ensure that the client can fit and use the
appliance correctly

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. complete all relevant records and receipts
clearly and accurately

ensure that you select the correct appliance in
accordance with the prescription

1.

You must always:

National Standard of work

Element 2: Assist in the supply of
appliances

Hosiery: compression hosiery (eg stockings – thigh or knee length, kneecaps or anklets) issued against an NHS prescription.
Ostomy care items: should include any items allowed on NHS prescriptions
Continence care appliances: should include any items allowed on NHS prescriptions
Dressings: should include any items allowed on NHS prescriptions

e)
f)
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A pharmacist: could include confirmation of type of appliance required, number to order or the supplier
The prescriber: could be covered when an item is not allowed by the NHS or missing details relating to the product.

You must show that you understand what information is required and when you need clarification from an appropriate person, this will
be

a)
b)
c)
d)

Your evidence should include assisting in the supply of the following appliances:

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. supplying three different
types of appliances
2. obtaining clarification for
both the pharmacist and
prescriber

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of standards

You must demonstrate providing an appliance on a correctly written prescription and also deal with any missing information. Your
evidence should also include giving information relating to the use, care and maintenance of the appliance. When the appliance requires
fitting then your evidence should show how you carried out the fitting process and how you ensured the customer is able to follow
instructions once they have left the pharmacy.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.11 ASSIST IN THE PROVISION OF COMMUNITY SPECIALIST ACTIVITIES

You must show that you are able to identify which items are allowed on prescription and which type of prescription form should be used,
these will include
England & Wales
•
GPs
•
Nurse Prescribers
•
Doctors from clinics or hospitals
•
Doctors from drug addiction clinics
•
GPs for drug addiction
•
Dentists
Scotland
•
GPs
•
Nurse Prescribers
•
Doctors from clinics or hospitals
•
Doctors from drug addiction clinics
•
GPs for drug addiction
•
Dentists
Northern Ireland
•
GPs
•
Nurses Prescribers
•
Dentists

check in the appropriate section of the Drug
Tariff to ensure items are allowed on
prescriptions

ensure all endorsements are accurate and
appropriate

check that any information written on the
prescription is legally complete and legible

ensure that the number of prescription forms,
items and or charges are recorded according to
SOPs

complete end of month returns correctly,
clearly, accurately and promptly

ensure that any prescriptions returned by the
pricing bureau are dealt with appropriately and
promptly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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You must be able to identify which sections of the Drug Tariff relate to which groups of items.

Endorsements can be done automatically by the computer or manually but you must check to see if they are correct.

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. endorsing twenty
prescriptions
2. four different types of
prescriptions
3. covering all the different
specified endorsements

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of standards

This Element is covered by evidence of you endorsing and processing prescriptions after they have been dispensed and issued. A
description and the relevant records of completing the End of Month process to the Prescription Pricing Authority should also be supplied as
evidence.
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

You must always:

Element 3: Endorse and process
prescriptions to ensure the appropriate
payment
National Standard of work

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

UNIT 3.11 ASSIST IN THE PROVISION OF COMMUNITY SPECIALIST ACTIVITIES
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And include all of the following sections:
a) Zero discount
b) Dressings
c) Appliances
d) Compression hosiery
e) Incontinence appliances
f)
Chemical reagents
g) Borderline substances
h) Multiple charges
i)
Drugs and other substances not to be prescribed under the NHS Pharmaceutical Services
j)
Selected list scheme (SLS)
k) Additional fees
l)
Calendar packs or Special containers
m) Drugs and commonly used pack sizes

For candidates working in SCOTLAND you must include four of the following types:
a) GPs
b) Nurse prescribers
c) Doctors from clinics or hospitals
d) Doctors from drug addiction clinics
e) GPs for drug addiction
f)
Dentists

And cover all of the following sections:
a) Zero Discount (ZD) List
b) Broken Bulk
c) Out of pocket expenses
d) Reconstitution of granules or powders before dispensing
e) Calendar Packs for special containers
f)
Multiple prescription charges
g) Drugs with a commonly used pack size
h) Out of Service payments
i)
Drugs and other substances not to be prescribed under the NHS Pharmaceutical Services
j)
Selected list scheme (SLS)
k) Borderline substances
l)
Additional fees

For candidates working in ENGLAND & WALES you must include four of the following types:
a) GPs
b) Nurse prescribers
c) Doctors from clinics or hospitals
d) Doctors from drug addiction clinics
e) GPs for drug addiction
f)
Dentists

UNIT 3.11 ASSIST IN THE PROVISION OF COMMUNITY SPECIALIST ACTIVITIES
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Remember patient confidentiality is important and you must take account of this when providing evidence.

And all of the following sections:
a) Black List
b) Selected List Scheme
c) Broken Bulk
d) Out of pocket expenses
e) Zero Discount
f)
Selected list scheme (SLS)
g) Reagents

For candidates working in NORTHERN IRELAND your evidence must include all of the following prescription types:
a) GPs
b) Nurse prescribers
c) Dentists

UNIT 3.11 ASSIST IN THE PROVISION OF COMMUNITY SPECIALIST ACTIVITIES

Endorse and process prescriptions
K11
Sources of help when endorsing
K12
What action to take when presented with an incomplete or unclear prescription
K13
SOPs for the end of month returns
K14
Correct paperwork necessary to complete the end of month returns
K15
Correct packaging of prescriptions
K16
Why the pricing bureau returns items for clarification
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Supply of appliances
K7
The correct methods to measure clients for appliance, including elastic hosiery, and the reasons for following them
K8
SOPs for dispensing or issuing appliances and why it is important to follow them
K9
Reference sources and how to access relevant information
K10
Use and maintenance of appliances

Provision of services outside the pharmacy
K3
How oxygen cylinders and the associated equipment should be used, maintained, stored and transported
K4
SOPs for the collection and delivery of prescriptions
K5
SOPs for the collection and disposal of unwanted items
K6
Regulations and policies for the implementation of monitored dosage systems and reasons for implementation

For the whole unit
K1
The purpose of the Drug Tariff, including the regulations that govern the supply of oxygen, which items are allowed on prescriptions and the classifications and criteria for the payment
K2
What are generic names and what are brand names and the difference between them

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

UNIT 3.11 ASSIST IN THE PROVISION OF COMMUNITY SPECIALIST ACTIVITIES

base the demonstration on an accurate analysis
of the components of the skill and the sequence
in which it must be learnt

ensure that the demonstration is an accurate
and realistic reflection of real practice.

pace and sequence the demonstration in order to
maximise learning

encourage learners to ask questions and seek
clarification at appropriate stages in the
demonstration

provide learners with opportunities to practice
the skill being demonstrated and provide
constructive feedback

provide additional demonstration of skills to
reinforce learning

ensure that demonstrations take place in a safe
environment and allow learners to see the
demonstration clearly

respond to learners needs during the
demonstration as necessary

minimise distractions and disruptions whenever
possible

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

You must be able to:

c)

b)

a)
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it is important that the environment chosen for the demonstration is appropriate and you will need to take account of this in your
report: could be in the pharmacy or in a training room.

when using different types of equipment you will need to show that it is appropriate for the demonstration: will include using a
computer, overhead projector, a video in the demonstration or relevant piece of equipment.

demonstrations will be made to individual and small groups: could include operating a piece of equipment, making an
extemporaneous preparation, undertaking a new role within the pharmacy.

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1. demonstrations to
individuals and small groups
2. different types of equipment

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of standards

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
You are required to plan a demonstration based on the learning needs of your learner or learners. You must show you have considered
Element 1: Demonstrate skills and
where would be the ideal place to hold the event and considered the varying abilities of the learners. It is expected that you would not
methods to learners
normally completed this Unit you have almost completed your training.
National Standard of work
Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope
Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.12 FACILITATE LEARNING THROUGH DEMONSTRATION AND INSTRUCTION

match the content of instruction to the needs of
the learners

identify which learning outcomes will be
achieved through instruction

ensure that the manner, level and pace of the
instruction encourages learner participation

check learners understanding at regular intervals
and adapt instruction as appropriate

provide learners with feedback in a positive and
constructive manner on both the process and
learning outcomes

identify factors which inhibit learning and
review them with learners

provide clear and accurate supplementary
information which reinforces learning points

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

b)

a)

You must be able to:

1.

Scope of Standard/Explanation of Scope

National Standard of work
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feedback will be given to individuals and small groups in a manner that is appropriate to the situation: discussing the performance
with the learner, providing written statement

instruction will be to individuals and small groups: could include ‘hands on’ operation of a piece of equipment, making an
extemporaneous preparation.

This Element requires you using instruction to develop the learners

Element 2: Instruct learners

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS/ASSESSMENT AND EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

You must provide evidence for all
aspects of knowledge and
understanding stated in this
Element

Successful performance evidence
is required for:
1.
instruction to individuals
and small groups
2.
providing feedback to
individuals and small
groups

Evidence must be provided across
all the National Standards of
work and the scope of standards

Evidence Requirements

UNIT 3.12 FACILITATE LEARNING THROUGH DEMONSTRATION AND INSTRUCTION

Instruct learners
K12
How to match instruction with individual learning needs and learning outcomes
K13
How to sequence and pace information and gauge appropriateness of language for learners
K14
How to select and prepare appropriate materials
K15
The distinctive features of instructional techniques as a means of facilitating learning
K16
Which types of learning are best achieved and supported through instruction

Demonstrate skills and methods to learners
K8
How to select from a range of demonstration techniques
K9
How to sequence and pace demonstrations as a means of facilitating learning
K10
The distinctive features of demonstration as a means of facilitating learning
K11
Which types of learning are best achieved and supported through demonstrations

For the whole unit
K1
How to put learners at their ease and gain their active participation
K2
How to select between demonstration and instruction as learning methods
K3
How to identify individual learning methods
K4
How to identify and integrate different learning opportunities
K5
Methods of structuring and sequencing demonstrations and instructional sessions
K6
Likely factors which inhibit learning and possible ways of overcoming them
K7
How to check learners’ understanding and progress

You must show that you know and understand:

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
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UNIT 3.12 FACILITATE LEARNING THROUGH DEMONSTRATION AND INSTRUCTION

